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~~YSAILOR
Official Publication Of The
Hang Gliding Federation of
Australia
kysai lor appears 12 times per year
as a service to members. For nonmembers living in Australia the
subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus . $65
(sent Economy Air), Aus $95 Airmail.
Cheques should be made payable to
and sent to HGF A.
Contributions are always needed.
Articles, photographs and illustrations
are all acceptable although the editor
and the HGFA Board reserve the right
to edit or delete contributions where
necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT
be published. All contributions should
be accompanied by the contributor's
name, address and HGF A number for
verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
HGFA. Copyright in articles and other
contributions is vested in each of the
authors in respect of their contribution .
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ALL SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the
best cover photo sent in. It can be a
black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos and material will be
returned if a stamped, se lf addressed
envelope is supplied.
Market Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the foUowing
month's issue!) for contributions,
market place, etc. Market Place are
free to fin.Jw.rial members - please
quote your number - otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is applicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2
issues is applicable for commercial
operators.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are :
Back cover
Full page
Half page
Quarter page

$225
$150
$75
$40

All ads must be paid in advance .
Layout, separations and extra work
incur additional costs.
.
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ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals, short term memberships, rating forms and other
administrative matters should be sent
to:
Hang Gliding Federation Of
Australia
Executive Director:
Ian Jarman
PO Box 558
TIJMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888,
FxlAH Answer Machine 069 474328
President: Rohan Grant
002311112 H, 002 337638 W,
002 333311 Fax
Operations Manager
Craig Worth, PhlFx 065592713
Mobile: 018 657419

For informarion abour sire ratings,
sires and orher localmareers, concacr
rhe appropriare srare association!
region or club.
Vice-president:
Andrew Humphries, 42 Cunningham
Tce, Daglish WA 6008, 09 3816053,
093882401 Fx, 018 917537
Secretary: Shaun Keene, PO Box
81, Lyons ACT 2606, 06 2998792 H,
018697820 W
Treasurer: Mark Pike, PO Box 179,
Altona Nth Vic 3025, 052 821096 H,
052279348 W, 052279497 Fx
Board Member & Competitions
Committee contact: Paul Mollison,
8 Brown St, Adamstown NSW 2289,
049570216 H, 049 499199 W, 049
499395 Fx
Board Member: Michael Zupanc,
PO Box 507 Redbank Plains Qld
4301,078142113
Board Member: Robert Woodward,
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA
5035,082977532 H, 08 2325405 W,
08 2240600 Fx
Board Member: David Lamont, PO
Box 6, Proserpine Qld 4800, 079
461157 H, 079 452575 Fx
Board Member & Women's
Committee contact:
Jenny Ganderton, Boganol, Henry
Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 2871 ,
068 537220 H, 068 537220 Fx
Paragliding Convenor
Ken Mitchelhill, 14 Wills Ave,
Mount Waverley Vic 3149, 03
8879173 H, 03 2882497 W, 03
4162676 fax
PHG Committee Convenor: Kevin
Magennis, PO Box 291 Laurieton
NSW2443, 018181017
PHG Registration: Neville Hoger,
Mackay 079577142 (Forward PHG
Registrations to HGFA Office, Tumut)
PHG Public Relations contact:
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042
941031 phlfxltam
Coaching Committee contact:
HGFA Operations Manager
States & Regions
Southem Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathan iel (042) 971923
Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling 02 9131294

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Intemationale (FAI) through the Australian Sports
Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.
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COVER PHOTO
Hugh Alexander flying at Landscape, Victoria
photo by Hugh Alexander

CREDITS
Cartoons
Typing & Layout
Printer

Julius Makk
Christine Wood & Marie Jeffery
Qu ality Plu s, Ballina

Sec. Ian Duncan
02 9 189962
Treas. GleIm Salmon 029180091
ACfHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603
Sec. Neil Bolton
062571899 W, 06
2926310 H, 018 6332 19
062805605 W,
Pres. Duncan Kelly
062814556 H, 018 625091
SSO. Grant Heaney 062941466 H,
015269376
Nth Qld :
12 Van Eldik Av, Andergrove Q
4740. Pres. Dave Lamont: 079
461157; Secn'rs: Ron Huxhagen
079552913
HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth 6151
Pres Danny Byrne: 09 3872893 H,

093167628 W;
Sec Jim Sherlock: 09 3285754 H, 09
4580710 W
VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran 3181
Pres Rob Van Der Klooster: 052
223019 AH, 052272523 BH;
Sec Tony Hughes: 052438245 AH,
052 641091 BH
TasHGA
31 Hillside Cres, West Launceston
7250. Sec. Steve Cameron: 003
311561 H
SAHGA
I Sturt St, Ade laide SA 5000
Ph 082130660, Fax 082117115
Sec. Steve Hoeffs: 08 452487 H, 08
2595991 W, Fax 08 2597115 W
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Sec. Allan Lehepuu
018484123
SSO .Heinz Gloor
064567171

CLUBS
Queenslond
Cairns HG Clu b
Pres Warwick Gill
070563333
Sec Kevin Gilligan
010553343
Nev Akers
070512438 W
Capricorn
Skyriders Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Geoff Craig
019923137
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club Inc
Pres. nave Staver
075435859
Sec. Hugh Ragg
078088415
SSO. Ken Hill
075435631
Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 478
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Colan McGree
079722477
018770912

Sec. Sandra Gemmell
079750232
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
Pres. Graerne Hall
074497490w
Vice-Pres Steve Johnson
074461206
Sec. Pat Roberts
074415206
Treas Peter Roberts
074471121
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc Inc
Pres & SSO Graerne Etherton
077733580
Vice-Pres Gal)' Rogers
077792645
Secrrreas Andrea Phillips
077 799299 H
Whitsundays HG CI.
Pres. Greg Gunning
079598445
Sec & SSO Ron Huxhagen
079552913

New South Wales

042941656

Byron Bay HG Club Inc
Pres Peter Aitken
066853358
Sec. David Smith
066843502
SSO. Peter Aitken
066853358
meet 1st Wed ea month

Cudgegong Valley HG
Club
Sec . Mark Cafe
063 791310
SSO. Bruce Barcham
063791310

Central Coast HG Clu b
(NSW)
Pres Garl)' Moulston
043344866
Sec Paul Gibbs
043341919
Site Officer Duncan Brown
043342406
2nd Iu..e:5. Tuggerah Lakes
MernClub
Central West HG Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Christian Flyers
Ian Lobb
Stanwell Park

Great Lakes HGC Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065558091
065545700 W
SSO. Bob Bames
065540416
IIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Mountain Top Cafe,
MtKeira 1st Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nathaniel
042261377
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pr. Anne McRitchie
064 576041

r----------------------------------------------------------------------------,
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328

HGFA Merchandise - Support your sport!
Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back $19.95 :
9.00 :
Cap
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
6.95 :
4.95 :
Metal Lapel Badge
2.00 '
Car stickers
2.95
Embroidered badge
••• Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices···

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts available for bulk purchases.
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome. Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms : payment
with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.

HGFA Schedule of Fees

l
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12 months (FULL) Membership
$125
(Nth-NSW) 12 mths FULL Membership
$115
(SA) 12 mthsFULL membership
$135
ryYA) 12 mths FULL Membership
$130
PHG Pilots Operational Levy
$20
Additional Family Member (12 months)
$50
Rejoining Administration Fee
$25
Short Term Membership (4 months)
$45
$45
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)
TriallInstructional Flight (ill) 10 Days total available through instructors only
$15
(12 issues)"Skysailor" SUbscription (Nonfly)
$50
Overseas (sent SAL)
$65
Overseas (Sent Airmail)
$95
$5
FAI Licence
PHG Ops Manual
$15
Comps Manual
$ \0
Tow
Manuals
$5
___________________________________________________________________________ _

Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Michael Shyne
027243405
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO . Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966
Newcastle HG Clu b
Pres Simon Lewis
049261829
018689243
Sec Bill Olive
049213800 W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO. Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beaches HG
Club Inc (Sydney)
Pres: Dane Snelling
029384420 W
029799069 H
Sec: Michael Powell
029 188187
SSO. Forrest Park
024502674
Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Andrew Nethery
042943665
Sec. Annelies Norland
042942474
SSO. Keiran Tapsell
042942645
meet 7.30pm Ist Sun
ea month Helensburgh
Workers' Club
Sydney HG Club
Pres Clive Gilmour
042941261
Sec Steve Hocking
023274484
Sydney PG Club
Pres Tim Gearing
0268 1725
Sec Rob Fakes
0 15237565
Treas Tony Hudson
02570 1130
SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570
TamworthfManilla
HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
018416258
Richard Riley
067821073
06782 1267
SSO .Pat Lenders
067729272

Sec. John Carter
037285203 H
SSO Harl)' Swnmons
059646055 H
Meet 3rd Wed York-OnLilydale, LilydaJe
North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO John Adams
057572945
Sec John Schilling
057522694
Treas & PG Geoff White
057501244
018052793
fax 057 501246
VHGA rep Peter Roper
037435365
Southern HG Club
Pres . Mike Slape
03 5438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor & Hope
Tav Church St Richmond
Sky High PG Club
Pres Jeremy Torr
037702775
Sec . Hamish Barker
038884863
1st Wed ea month Retreat
Hotel
226 Nicholson St
Abbotsford
Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Club
Pres. Trevor Crudin
037478752
Tres. Phillip Campbell
053428569
Sec . Nicole Shalders
053492174
SSO. Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meets last Sat ea
month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort

Western Australia
Avon Valley Hang Gliding Club
Pres. David Drabble
093071816
Vice Pres. Rob Stevenson
093647872
Sec . Mike Field
094097903
Treas. Michael Derl)'
0934 15271
Bastion Sky Bums
Wyndham WA
Sec . Steve Prior
091 611269 H
091 611043 W
091611279 fax
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Jonathan Back
093418328 H
093817094 W
Sec Mark Thompson
093506750 H
0949 16949 W
The Great Sandy
Desert HG Club
Pres . Jan Sal lie
091 798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
091 798655 H

Upper Blue Mts
HGClub
Pres G len Thompson
063531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
047871480

Victoria
Eastern HG Club
Pres. Lance Sheppard
059623570 H
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I'm back in my office, putting the fmishing touches to this issue
after attending the HGFA AGM in Sydney . For me it is very encouraging to perceive such good strong direction and stability within our
Federation and its management board.
Over the years these meetings have settled into mature productive
sessions and we should take pride in the fact that we are now seen to
be one of the leaders in setting standards among Australian sports
aviation bornes.

As far as Skysailor is concerned, I am obviously delighted to
report that the Board has agreed to paying $100 per month for best
article published each month from January . There has long been calls
for technical articles and the like and hopefully $100 is an incentive
to potential contributors. Obviously it is not yet feasible to retain staff
writers at this stage. However, the allocation of this money is a step
toward recognising and rewarding members valuable contribution, in
terms of time and effort, to our sport. I am happy that the membership
has arrived at the view that more funds need to be allocated to our

~01&~
1994-96
November 1994
28-3 Dec
National Instructor/Coaching Confer., Canberra
December 1994
2-6
Vic Paragliding Championships, Bright
03 8879173
Ken Mitchelhill
7-11
Corryong Paragliding Cup, Corryong
Stuart Andrews
015 269602
27-31
Rainbow Beach Competition, Sunshine Coast Qld
Pat Roberts
074 415206
28-5 Jan
Bogong Cup, Mt Beauty Vic
John Adams
057573172
Jan uary 1995
9-12
HGFA National Teams Training Camp,
Aust Institute Sport ACT
Ian Jannan
069 472888
Vic Open (Hang Gliding), Mt Cole, Vic
7-15
Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
16-21
Corryong Cup
17-26
'95 Aust Open (HGYFlatlands Internal., Hay (tow)
Len Paton
068537220
28-5 Feb
Paragliding Flatlands, Forbes
Peter Champion
02 504023
28-5 Feb
Women ' s Pre Worlds, Bright
Ian Jannan
069 472888
February 1995
8-15
Australian Paragliding Nationals, Manilla
Lee Scott
065 565265
25-5 Mar
WA Open (State Champ.) Wongan Hills (tow)
Andrew Humphries
09 381 605 3
March 1995
10-19
NSW State Titles (HG), Manilla NSW
Bill Olive
049213804
24-26
1995 HGF A Board Planning meeting (EGM),
venue to be decided
Ian Jarman
069 472888
Jan uary 1996
26-10 Feb
5th Women' s World Championships, Bright
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official publication to improve its content and also, therefore, its
image. I believe we have taken the next step forward in the promotion
of our sport.
Paraglider pilots and, no doubt, trike pilots will be happy to hear
that it has been agreed that the time is right for a name change for our
association. This move is not an easy one however. It would seem
desirable to select a name to create an image to encompass all three
disciplines. The HGF A also has to look at other factors such as costs
and the timing of the name change within the broader picture,
considering such things as new training videos and other promotional
material. Our President Rohan Grant, will be submitting some discussion and some name suggestions for December's Sky sailor.
Other points arising from the meeting were that membership
growth has been the strongest over the past 4 years in areas where
strong clubs exist eg WA, ACT and Southern Queensland. The
biggest growth overall is among trike pilots and an interesting comment was that this is the most expensive facet of our sport! However,
it also provides the most airtime with minimum effort.
Keep an eye open for the minutes and reports from this meeting;
copies will be send to all clubs.
Prior to the AGM I spent the week at Caungra during the Classic
and saw fust hand a professionally run, fun compoAnd our camp even
survived the afternoon storm whose power was quite incredible to
watch! This month I'm off to the Women's Flyin at High Adventure
to enjoy some flying with fellow female pilots.
Until next month, safe circles,

Marie Jeffery

Come fly with us
MT. COLE, BEAUFORT,
Victoria
1 995 Victorian Open Hang Gliding
Competition-January 7th to 14th
Mt.Cole Ch allenge
Hang Gliding Trophy
(25krn triangle course)
Mt.Cole Challenge
Para Gliding Trophy
(distance event)
Dynamic Flight Hang
Gliding School.
Instructor Rohan
Holtkamp lives &
operates locally.

(Co mpetition for either Hang Gliding
or Para Gliding Challenge may be
co nducted at any time during the year)

Beaufort is situated one and a half
hours west of Melbourne on the
Western Highway.
Accommodation available:
Motel, hotels, caravan parks,
camping, bed & breakfast.
Competition accommodation at
Raglan Recreation Reserve
(with power, hot & cold showers)
Enqui ries: Phone (053) 49 2845
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cannot beat that with the imported models! I am
happy to announce that as from November this
year Skylimit will have a new Quantum along
side the Executive Edge for our customers to
do a direct comparison; on the ground, in the
air, and on your pocket"

Dear Marie
Steve Gemmell's letter in the September
issue has prompted me to write. Steve recommends either destroying a three string towing
release, or converting it to a two string. My
advice would be to destroy it and BUY a decent
release.
I used a two string for a while and they have
a couple of advantages; they are very cheap,
they are very light, and they don 't require special sized rings for the weak links. However,
they also have a couple of severe disadvantages; they have unacceptably high release
pressure under high tension and they can easily
twist up and become impossible to release.
After having had to be cut off from the line
twice I got rid of mine. If you still use one I
recommend you do too.
I now use a release made by Dave Croal.
1bis has all the advantages of the string release;
it's light because it is made of webbing and
mylar, it doesn't need special weak link rings,
and it was cheap because Dave gave it to me.
The only disadvantage to it is I don ' t think Dave

Soaring
& Cross Country
Skills Weekend
Courses
Also Victorian agent
for Enterprise Wings
gliders: Desire, Rage
& Aero

Be part of our team
for the Bogong Cup
and the Flatlands.
School enquiries w elcom e

Dermot Meaney,
18 Tawonga Cres,
Mt I3eauty Vic 3699

057 572910
6

sells them.
Good news for you however, is that Al
Daniels at Wing tech makes a beaut bridle and
release system which is made tough as a brick
dunny, looks like a million bucks, works like a
dream, is safe as houses and guaranteed not to
rip, bust, tear or sag in the guts. I'm not sure
what they cost exactly, but I'm sure they' re less
than 100 bucks. And if your life's not worth less
than $100.00, then keep on using a string release.

Billo

Hi Marie
Well well well, we did stir up some response from the last Trike Up-date!! John may
have not read in the September issue that the
August column was an un-edited collection of
thoughts sent on the same disc as another article, not meant for release in that fonn.

Whatever you fly or drive, if you 're up the
north coast ofNSW please do drop in at Tyagarah Airfield, Byron Bay for a look, a chat or
even for some flUl flying , if you must. (We still
do have some joy in our flights.)

JoeScoU
PS. Good to see the Propwash column; I
can have a breather fora while.

Dear Marie
Just a short note to thank U10se S.A. pilots
who shared their local site knowledge with me
on my recent trip over there. The weather cooperated enough for me to fly some great sites
and when it wasn ' t "on",I caught up with some
interesting stories of the locals and their aeronautical feats and mishaps. On one light wind
day I found myself at a beautiful site called
Tunkali.lla and spent the day watching David
De Gunzbourg teaching four guys to paraglide.
As it turned out the four guys were a father and
his three sons, the youngest being only eleven.
How's that for male bonding!

I do agree 100% with Jolm that potential
buyers should fly as many aircraft as possible
before buying. I have flown every trike from an
Thanks again guys,
early 447 Rotax Osprey with 210 wing, and
Mike Duffield
both Buzzards. The Erst SkyJink sold in this
country was sold by me and I taught the pilot
Dear Editor
to fly it. (I don 't like these side-by-side seating
Regarding Craig Worth 's footnote to Peter
any more, but owners will swear by them). Jolm
Goodrich commented on my
Sebastian, aged 11, being assisted by David de
Erst landing at Evans Head last
year. In a Quantum he could not
Gunzbourg at Tunkalilla, S4 - p Mike Duffield
get to land on the back wheels
fITSt as I did.
We are lucky here that we
have excellent aircraft being
brought into the country. Weare,
I feel , even more fortunate to
have a local manufacturer producing such a high quality aircraft to equal or better these
imports.
A s a pilot, I love the Edge;
light on pitch, quick on roll and
fun to fly. It does have a seating
comfort problem , but hey
presto: Airbome listened to their
customers and the instructors,
fixed that problem, improved
the quietness of the aircraft and
overa ll improved their trike
without a massive price hike.
As an instructor, I now have
more headroom in the back seat
than any other trike and the trike
is more stable in rough air and
students do leam quicker.
For my cus tomers, I can
g ive an exact price on a basic
trike - $1 9,6 50 .00 (WiUl 582
motor) to $22,500.00 for a hamburger WiUl the works. You still

SKYSAILOR

Bolton's September article, 'Our Regulations
or Theirs' .
Craig gives his thoughts on manufacturers'
specifications regarding not exceeding 60°
bank angles.
Quote, "I suspect it is the limit that you can
bank the glider, do every thing wrong and still
have the glider stay right way up .. ".
It concerns me to see tlus as some of our
less knowledgeable or newer members may
read tllls to say, as long as you stay under 60°
bank angle you will always stay the right way
up whatever you do; and believe it, especially
coming form the HGFA Operations Manager.
Please be aware tllat there are many situations and things you can do wrong under 60°
bank angle (and over) tllat can very quickly
send you upside down. Tumbles, broken gliders
and bones are serious consequences that can
and will happen at any bank angle.
Craig then continues, "the intention being
tllat inexperienced pilots do not start attempting
wing overs and loops" .
Is tllls an official inference that experienced
pilots can now do 60° plus wingovers and
loops, despite what we read in the Ops Manual?
I suggest that Craig 's intentions may have
been sound but that his wording needs to be
more clearly expressed.
A fmal note on aerobatics: it is another facet
of our great sport and should not be banned.
Manufacturers are correct in placing operating
limits on our gliders for our safety, but we as
individuals should not be found illegal in exceeding tllese limits.
I have looped safely many, many times

without incident, and provided one has tlle correct knowledge with countless hours of practice
using a ' gradual progression' attitude, aerobatics can be safe and enjoyable.
Safe Circles
Chris Hunter
Foo(IIote from the Ops Mgr
Chris is correct. My comments in regard to
the recommended maximum bank angle of60 °
were not intended to suggest that the requirements of the Operations Manual could be disregarded by pilots ofany experience level.
The limit of bank has been set at 60°. I
believe this is theoretically the point where the
load on the glider is 2G. the maximum recommended.
There are certification standards in place
to allow gliders to be certified for aerobatiCS.
butasfaras I know. to date no gliders have been
approved to these standards.
Craig Worth ©

"Waiting" at Tunka/illa SA - p Stu Brown

•

perlenCe.
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Corryong Paragliding Cup
Tuesday 6 December to Sunday 11 December 1994
This will be a National Ladder Competition and will be your last
chance to impress the selectors before the Australian team is selected for
the next World Championships. Compulsory equipment will include
UHF radio, listening out on Channel 18, reserve parachute, camera and
minimum HGFA intermediate paraglider rating.
Headquarters will be at the Corryong Hotel and a compulsory pilot
briefmg will be held at 8.30 am Tuesday 6 December.
Entry fee will be $50 and entry will be limited to 30 pilots with
priority given to National Ladder pilots.
Post entry fee now to Stuart Andrews, PO Box I, Thredbo Village
NSW 2627 phone 015269602 or fax 064576153 .
Please note that if Tuesday 6 December is required to complete the Vic
Open then the Corryong Cup will commence on Wednesday 7 December.

:::::::::::::;:;::::::::::::::::;:::}:::;:;:;:;;;;:;;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:......

Australian Competitions
1995 Victorian Spring Competition
Hang gliding: 26-27 November 1994 at Ben Nevis, Mt Lonarch,

Sunshine State Paragliding Open

Elmhurst, Sugarloaf, Ben More (HQ at Raglan Reserve)
Paragliding: 3-4 December at Elmhurst, Ben More, Ben Nevis, Sugarloaf, Mt Lonarch (HQ at Raglan Reserve)
Grades: Open and C grades
Entry requirements: Open to HGF A members with a minimum of
Novice plus Alpine rating

16-18 December 1994, hosted by Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding club
and Sunshine Paragliding
Locations: Rainbow Beach, Teewah Beach and hinterland sites to suit
conditions. Fun tasks for all pilots.
For more infonnation interested pilots should phone 015 158745 or
018754157

Entry foe: $20

Rainbow Beach Comp

Contact Rohan Holtkamp 053 492845

December 27-311994

Victorian Paragliding Open
Bright NE Victoria

This comp is designed for the novice to intennediate pilot as well as
accommodating for advanced pilots. We hope to see a good show for this
fun competition this Christmas. NB: Please bring your tow bridles.
Rainbow Beach is a small town east of Gympie on the Queensland
coast. If has surf, sun and sand and some of the best cliffs for coastal

Friday 2 December to Tuesday 6 December 1994
Enquiries: Ken Mitchelhill 03 8879173 H

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Come have a flying holiday with us
on Queensland's beautiful
Sunshine Coast, only 7 hour north of Brisbane.
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
•
•
Trike training on docile Pegasus XL
- very reasonable rates
- mostly one on one intensive training
Camping or motel accommodation at a Bundaberg
training facility.
Sales Solar Wings - Pegasus agent
XL from $16,000
Quantum from $21,000
Q2 and Quasar
Quantum and Cross Country Endorsements
Accessories: map holders, trike covers, fibreglass
pods. Materials for 95.10 home builders.
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•
•

stan Roy, Proprietor
18 years as Hang Gliding Instructor
Senior PHG Instructor

Ph: 074459185
or 018 986796

Hang gliding : Novice & extension courses
Fast-tracking novice - intermediate airtime
Ground tow courses using safe pay-out winch
Aero tow courses using slow XL tug
Foot launch, dolly launch and car tow. Also platform launch .
Coastal and inland flying
Punters/Jelly flyers : Special conversion course
Fly those shallow and restricted take offs that elude you
Cross country flights that you dream of
Solve your penetration problems
Don't stagnate - extend yourself!

SKYSAILOR

flying in Australia. The Carlo Sand Blow, a top landing the size of 10
football fields, is the venue of the Rainbow Beach Competition each year
between Christmas and New Year.
A 3 day competition starting on the 27th December if weather is
suitable - with tasks such as a speed run down the 10 km of cliffs and
back, spot landings in the blow and an LID run down the beach in the
other direction toward Inskip Point (with pick ups from the beach). This
is a great competition to start your competition career or just to have a
great time with other pilots.
Trophies this year will be presented for 1st, 2nd and 3rd in Novice,
Intermediate B (intermediate glider), Intermediate A (advanced glider)
and Advanced.
BBQ's the first and last nights are included in the price of registration
which is only $25 . If you think you can stand a week of meeting other
pilots, flying and fun , this is for you.
For more information contact the Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club.
Camping, Hotel & Motel and Holiday Accommodation available but
book early, as this is a holiday spot
Registration is on the first morning.

Bogong Cup Hang Gliding Competition
Dates: 28 December 1994 - 5 January 1995 inclusive
Location: North East Victoria
Sites: Mount Emu I & 2, Tawonga Gap, Mount Buffalo
Headquarters: Bogong Hotel, Tawonga
Entry Requirements: Intermediate rating with alpine experience.
PRIZES THIS YEAR:
Spolfsored By
Category Prize
Bogong Hotel
$800
Open
1st
$300
Bogong Hotel
2nd
Open
Bogong Hotel
$100
Open
3rd
Xtreme Harness
Moyes Gliders
B Grade
1st
Danny Scott (Aussie Bom)
Flying Suit
B Grade 2nd
Sjostrom AltiVario
Sjostrom Instruments
C Grade
1st
Dwmy Scott (Aussie Bom)
C Grade 2nd
Flying Suit
$50
Bogong Hotel
C Grade 3rd
Airbome Wind Sports
leom UHF
Group 2
1st Out of the Hat
Harness
Stealth Harness Danny Scott (Aussie Born)
Bogong Hotel
Highest Place - Female $200
Supplies
Landowner Draw - Farmer
Danny Scott (Aussie Bom)
Landowner Draw - Pilot Flying Suit
Maximum Entries: 120
Format: XC task around photo turn points; timed launch and goal.
Allocation ofPlaces: 30 places reserved for International pilots on PIRS
basis;
60 places reserved for Australian pilots on a national ladder basis;

30 places reserved for Australian "C" grade pilots on receipt of entry
fee. All places allocated from entries received on 31 October 1994
thereafter any places left will be allocated on receipt of fees regardless
ofladder position.
Full refund applies until 30 November 1994; thereafter 10 percent
administration deduction applies.
Note 1: Data Back Cameras are not needed
Note 2: Electronic Navigation Aids (ie GPS) are not permitted
Registratiolf Fee: $120
Registrations to : Bogong Cup 1995
Mt Beauty Information Centre
PO Box 27
Mt Beauty VIC 3699, Phone (057) 573172 or Fax (057) 571268

1995 Corryong cup
Dates: 7 - 11 January 1995
Entry Fee: $40 includes, Ten Trophies, assorted sponsored prizes and
plenty of other items are given away. FREE smorgasbord and drinks on
presentation night plus FREE BBQ and drinks during compo
Requirements: Advance rating or Intermediate with logged inland experience. Member of the HGFA
Equipment: Altimeter, camera, freshly packed reserve parachute,
I :250,000 map of the Tallangatta area.
Sponsors: Sjostrom Vario , Moyes Full Face Helmet, Roochutes Backpack, Airborne Accessories, Enterprise Wings, Aussie Skins, Future
Wings Ez-eye Glasses, Active Airsports, Ultralight Flying Machines
Accessories, Sky bound, Aussie flight Products and plenty more.
Please Note: This competition will be limited to 60 pilots ONLY, so
please contact James Nathaniel on (042) 971923 or Glen Conners (042)
94370 I to confirm your attendance.
Entry Fees are to be paid in advance.
Late payments will only be accepted if positions are available on the
7 January by lOam at the Court House Hotel, Corryong. 40 Positions are
already filled (9-10-94) so get in quick.

1995 Victorian Hang Gliding Open
7-14 January 1995 with registration deadline: 9 am 7/1195
Location: Mt Cole area, including Mt Lonarch, Ben Nevis, Ben More,
Elmhurst and Sugarloaf (HQ at Raglan Recreation Reserve)
Grades: Open, B wld C grades
Victorian Champion and 1st, 2nd and 3rd in Open, Band C grades.
Entry requirements: Open to HGF A members with a minimum ofNovice
plus Alpine rating
Entry fee : $50, Protest fee: $30 for each protest
Films: additional filins $5
Contact Rohan Holtkamp, VHGA Competition Director, RMB 236B
Trawalla 3373

O~ned4- '8ue
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UNITS

1 and 2
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CONFERENCE
CENTRE
NIGHTLY or WEEKLY

BOOKINGS

Rainbow Beach Road
Rainbow Beach Q/d 4581
Telephone 074863400
Toll Free 1 800 633 516
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Hay Flatlands 1995
(including Australian Nationals)
Sponsored by Davron Varios
Dates: 17 - 26 January 1995 inclusive
Registration & practice 15 & 16 January. Prize giving breakfast 27
January
The usual tow paddocks at Forbes cannot be used for the Flatlands
this year due to the drought. They have been ploughed up as usual but
lack of ran has prevented the soil from settling. Driving on them would
cause severe soil erosion. In any case dust would be a safety hazard and
there would be traction problems.
We have been unable to find other suitable paddocks in the Forbes
area, so the competition will be based in Hay this season.
10 days of fantastic flying - improve your personal best! Tasks will
be set to break FA! Records when possible.
Entry fee $150 if received before 30 November 1994, $165 thereafter.
Minimum of four paid entries per team to reserve a strip. Pilots' responsibility to organise themselves into a team. Open to Intennediate and
Advanced pilots with tow endorsements.
Remote photographic start gates will be used again due to the relative
success last year. This means data back cameras WILL be needed. It is
possible to compete without one, but a disadvantage. A film will be
developed each day for all pilots that claim at least the start gate, so that
scores can be updated and finalised as soon as possible. GPS will be
permitted.
Entry Fee includes information booklet, first fIlm and developing,
last night party and prize giving breakfast.
Our aim is a break even budget. Any prize money will be due to
greater entry numbers than anticipated or reduced costs from budget
estimates.
Send entries payable to Forbes Flatlands (the name on the bank
account even though the competition will be at Hay). To Len Paton &
Jenny Ganderton, "Boganol", Henry Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 287J.
Please remember to include your address, phone number and other team
members. For further information phone / fax (068) 537220.

Paragliding Flatlands
Saturday 28 January to Sunday 5 February 1995
Location: Forbes Central NSW
Enquiries: Peter Champion 02 504023 H

Womens Pre-world Hang Gliding
Championships, FAI (Class 1)

X9111142
An easy handling glider with an excellent climb rate
ideal for your 1st high performance glider.
This glider has Swiss tubing so is very light. Colours
are fluoro pink LE, lilac US and dark blue TS.
It is 1 year old and in excellent condition.

$3500
Will pay freight anywhere in Australia.
Phone

09 3142749 AH

maximum of sixty entrants.
The entry fee will be $AUD 260.00 (PER PERSON). For this the
organisers of the Pre-Worlds Championships will provide:
Assistance, in organisation of accommodation.
A pilot retrieval co-ordination service (not actual retrieval) on each of the
scheduled practice and championship flying days (not including rest
days);
Entry to official championship events;
Film and film developing (one roll of film per pilot per championship
task - including practice days). Additional filins will be available atacost
of$AUS 6.00 each;
Topographic, Aeronautical and road maps;
Picnic hmch served at launch on each day (including practice days); and
Entrant and glider identification material.
Send all entry fees and registration forms to: The Hang Gliding
Federation of Australia, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720, Fax: 069
474328. All payments should be made payable to the HGFA (Hang
Gliding Federation of Australia). Visa and Mastercard accepted, but entry
will not be confmned until funds have been authorised.
Please note that all Australian intermediate to advanced female pilots
are invited to attend. Please contact John Adams 057572945 .

WANTED for Australian Paragliding Nationals:
Meet Director and Scorer - Please apply to Lee
Scott
Australian Paragliding Nationals
Dates: 8 - 15 February 1995
Entry Fee: $150.00 Limited to 55 pilots

Dates: 27 Jan - 5 Feb 1995, Bright Victoria
Entry: The championship is open to all member and associated member

20 spaces open for Overseas pilots
Closing Date for Entries is 16 January 1995

countries of the FA! who may enter a national representative team of
hang gliders not exceeding six. Other entries may be accepted if the total
official team entries do not exceed 60 hang glider pilots. These extra
entries will be considered in order of the entry free payment up to a

Sites: Mt Borah & Mt Red Jack - Manilla, north ofTamworth NSW
Mandatory Equipment: UHF Radio, Altimeter, Data back camera, Advance rating or Intermediate with inland experience
You will need to obtain
your own maps before the
Competition
CONTA CT: Lee Scott on
(065) 565365 before 8.30pm

CALTEX ROADHOUSE HA~
Sturt Highway
SOUTH HAY
NSW
2711
PH:
( 069) 931 617
FAX: (069) 933 231

Western Australian
Open (State Champs)
Dates: 25 February - 5
March 1995

Location: Wongan Hills

24 Hour Service Station. Full Driveway Service
Large Restaurant - home style country meals
Hot Showers. EFTPOS Facilities. Hire Cars available
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(approximately 2.5 hours
drive north east of Perth)
This is a towi.ng competition, located in the (very
flat) West Australian wheat

SKYSAILOR

belt. February I March typically produce hot dry conditions with the
potential for record breaking flight distances.
Requirements: Intermediate or Advanced rating and all pilots must have
a tow endorsement. Reserve parachute mandatory and a camera (not
databack) is needed.
Entry Fee: $80 if received before 31 January 1995, $90 thereafter
Enquiries and Registration: Sarah Chadwick, 15 Harriott Street,
Willagee w.A. 6156 . Phone: (09) 314 2749 AIR, 093602685 W.
NOTE: If Eastern States' pilots want to enter this comp and don't have
a team or towing equipment, phone Sarah and she may be able to put you
in one of the local teams or organise equipment hire for you.

Overseas Competitions
'Popstar' 4th Flight Fantasie Festival in Rio Cup
1st Popstar Carnival in Rio
Venue: Rio de Janeiro Brazil
Date: 11-12 February 1995
Contact Eduardo De Souza, A v .N. S. de Copacabana, 680-s. 404 22.050030 Rio de Janeiro RJ Brazil, tel. 005521-255-5590, fax 005521-2553644. @

NSW Titles, Manilla
Dates: 10 - 19 March 1995
Registration: \0 March at the Royal Hotel. Comp to be run

American Odyssey

(VHS Video)
• It wasn't easy but somebody had to do it I

from Saturday II to Saturday 18, with Sunday 19 as reserve
day .
Entry Fee: $120.00, includes T-shirt, 1st mm and dinner.
(Non competitors can book for the dinner, held Saturday 18)
Limited to 70 pilots. Advanced rated or competent Intermediate. UHF radio and data back camera are required. TIus
is a ladder point comp and will be run to HGFA competition
guidelines, plus local site rules.
A & B grades, prizes depending on sponsors, to 3rd place
in both grades, plus some novelty awards.
In association, the "AirBorne Interclub Challenge" trophy will be contested. This trophy is currently held by the
Newcastle Club.
Send your entry now, cheque marked "NSW Titles", to
Bill Olive, 42 Princes Avenue, Charlestown NSW 2290.
Phone (049) 213804 Work.

•

Follow 2 Australians on their adventures as
they hang glide, surf , wind surf and snow ski
throughout America and Mexico.

•

Hang gliding scenes include : Yosemite California, Crested Butte and Telluride (serious
whacks) - Colarado, Valle de Bravo - Mexico,
and others.

l!>-

$20 + $3 p+p, Send cheque or money order to
RWA Enterprises, 28 Moray Ave, Floreat,6014.

Ph 09 - 387 28930r 09 - 388 3845 (NH).

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
2.

Weighs only 2.5 kgs
Totally Australian made

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Manufactured in S.E. Queensland
24 hour hot line seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachute
Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federatio
approved parachute Rigger "B"
Free owner's manual with every parachute
Other models and sizes available

9.
10.

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Ph/Fax: 07 3934409
November 1994
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Operations Manager's
Report
The Cammgra Club has again set the standard for the coming competition season with an
excellently run competition. The energy generated by the Canungra club executive and members continues to amaze, their hospitality was
only eclipsed by the excellent flying . Though
the frrst day was too windy to fly, the remaining
seven days saw some great cross country
weather.

the prevailing conditions, to seek advice
from a Duty Pilot or Safety Officer; and
provide proof of qualifications and
HGFA membership; and
(e) When an accident or incident occurs, the
piloUs involved (or a witness where appropriate) must notify the HGFA Operations Manager of the occurrence (as
detailed in Section 5.5 of this manual).

Safety Officer Responsibilities
There have been concerns expressed by
safety officers in regard to the possibility of
being held legally liable in the event of an
accident causing injury or loss at a site where
the safety officer is present. To allay these concerns, Section 5.4 of the Operations Manual has
been rewritten (and approved by CAA). These
amendments place the responsibility of safety
on the pilot and detail the role of Duty Pilots,
Clubs, Safety Officers and Senior Safety Officers. This section has been written to minimise
the possibility oflegal suit for damages against
a safety officer or duty pilot.
Explanatory documentation has been provided to all club Senior Safety Officers along
with a request to conduct a Safety Officer
Workshop to explain the changes to existing
and new Safety Officers.

Pilot Responsibilities

"...Section 5.4 of the
Operations Manual has been
rew ritten (and approved by
CAA). These amendments place
the responsibility ofsafety on
the pilot and detail the role of
Duty Pilots, Clubs, Safety
Officers and Senior Safety
Officers."

This section also carries the following disclaimer:

While Safety OffICers and Duty Pilots
The revised Operations Manual Section
will give advice when asked, they accept
5.4.1 now reads:
no responsibility or liability in respect of
The responsibilities ofindividual HGFA piany advice given or not given. As the oflots are as follows:
fICes
of Safety Officer and Duty Pilot are
(a) The safety of their flying equipment;
entirely voluntary, each member of the
(b) The safety of their operations, both in the
Federation accepts that he/she will not
air and on the ground;
hold Ilny Safety OffICer or Duty Pilot li(c) Where the pilot is the holder of a Restricted Pilot Certificate, before flying, to
able for any act or omission in the perseek advice from a Duty Pilot or Safety
formance of his duties which may cause
Officer as to the suitability of the site and
injury or Loss.
prevailing conditions for Restricted Pilot
Accidents
operations;
(d) When new to a site or inexperienced in
Though farmers are suffering, the prevailI--~;_::;_:;_-;~~_:;~;_--1 ing drought conditions
across Australia are providing excellent X-C
soaring. This year has
already
seen many
The helmet comp pilots wear.
strong thermal days ,
The world's lightest full face
coupled with some very
helmet, designed for your comfort strong turbulence. Ensure yo ur parachute is
and safety.
repacked for the season
It's the best money can buy.
and be careful! Increase
your safety margins ,
Available in XS/S/MILIXLIXXL.
particularly when flying
with company! Allow

r___;;;;;___

U VE X

Phone 075 463021
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for turbulent air and maintain extra flying speed
on landing approach and when entering or exiting thermals. The first two accident reports
support these statements:

No.1
Advanced Certificate.
Enterprise Wings
139 Combat.
Site:
Inland, tow launch,
X-C flight.
Conditions:
10-18 knots wind, strong
thermal.
Pilot injury:
Fractured sternum.
Glider damage: 2 leading edges, 2 cross
bars, numerous batons,
tom sail.
Description: On entering a thermal at approx. 5000 feet, the pilot encountered a few
bumps outside the main core, on hitting the core
the nose was pitched up, then down severely.
The glider tucked, the pilot fell into the sail and
the glider broke up and started a slow spin. The
pilot threw his chute which caught in the tow
bridle. On pulling the tow bridle the parachute
fell free and deployed and the glider descended
nose down. The pilot stood in the A-frame and
grabbed his knife. After a hard impact the chute
began dragging the pilot and glider along the
ground so the pilot cut the chute bridle.
Lesson: Expect strong turbulence on thermal entry and exit. Always carry a hook knife.

Pilot rating:
Hang glider:

No.2
Novice.
Apache II ; P40.
Inland bowl.
5 knots wind, light thermal.
Slight whiplash, minor
bruising.
Glider damage: Tom sail, broken lines.
Description: The two pilots involved were
on a similar heading along a ridge with one pilot
slightly to one side and 80 ' above the other. The
pilots realised they were on conflicting headings but felt the vertical separation sufficient. A
second or two before passing one over the
other, the lower pilot encountered strong lift
and turned, whilst tlle higher pilot continued to
descend. The higher pilot's body hit the leading
edge of the lower wing, his legs ending up
inside one of the cells of the wing. He kicked
himself free of the cell and flew away to land
safely. On impact the lower wing was turned,
stalled and began to spin. A seam was tom 50
cm and several lines broken. For approximately
two spins the pilot held up the brakes and
waited for the spin to stop. As the spin to the
right continued, the pilot pulled down the left
brake until the spin stopped. By this time tlle
pilot was just above trees and was suddenly
turned back toward the ridge and crashed
through the trees. He hit the ground on his back,
suffering only minor injury.
Lesson: Though separation can appear sufficient, in unstable air there can be vastly different lift strengths in close proximity. Increase
separation in thennal conditions! I

Pilot Ratings:
Paragliders:
Site:
Conditions:
Pilot injury:

SKYSAILOR

No.3
Pilot Rating:
Intermediate.
Swing Axis.
Paraglider:
Site:
Inland bowl.
Conditions:
Light wind, light thermal.
Pilot injury:
Minor abrasions.
Glider damage: Nil.
Description: Pilot decided to attempt a spiral manoeuvre in front oflaunch. After a failed
first attempt the pilot initiated a hard tum and
stalled the right wing. Pilot entered a negative
spin with brakes up. On exit 50% of the wing
tucked and again spun. Pilot braked and the
deflation came out. The pilot then realised the
wing was parachutal and very close to the hill.
The pilot punched the front risers and the canopy surged out in front of the pilot. At the
bottom of the ensuing pendulum descent of the
now flying glider, the canopy again entered a
negative spin and the pilot spun backwards into
the hill. Fortunately the pilot impacted in a
sitting position facing up the hill, suffering only
a grazed chin.
Lesson : Though the pilot had attended a
safety course and was confident of being able
to recover from a negative spin; in retrospect
the choice of position and ground clearance to
attempt this manoeuvre was inappropriate.

No.4
Pilot Rating:
Hang glider:
Site:
Conditions:
Pilot injury:
Glider damage:

Student.
Airborne Aero.
Inland ridge.
10 knots, moderate thermals.
Nil.
Totalled except for control
frame.
Description: Student on check flight for
Novice Certificate, without radio or parachute,
climbed to approximately 2000' and soared the
ridge. After pulling on speed to lose height in
an attempt to land within the time specified in
the agreed flight plan, the pilot began oscillating from one bank to the other at high speed.
The pilot attempted to return to trim and lost
grip of the bar. The glider rotated as if performing a loop and the pilot fell into the sail. The
glider tumbled, broke, and spun until impacting
trees on the ridge. The pilot climbed from the
trees unscathed.
Lesson: Lack of theory understanding of
the necessity to fly out of lift to lose height
rather than increase glider speed.

No.5
Pilot rating:
PHG Pilot Certificate.
PHG:
Airborne Edge
Site:
Above coastal airstrip.
Conditions:
Light wind, clear sky.
Pilot Injury:
Nil.
Glider Damage: Nil.
Description: Pilot was at 1500' near the
strip, keeping an eye out for other aircraft and
watching an ultralight climbing from the strip
below. Next he heard the roar of an aircraft
engine above him, and looked over his left
shoulder as a light plane missed him by several
metres. Both pilots landed and discussed the
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incident. The light plane pilot had made several
radio calls enroute and had not seen the trike
prior to the near miss.
Lesson: Though this was a CTAF area (not
requiring radio carriage), carriage and use of
VHF radio is recommended at all times. PHG
pilots are advised to purchase and use of a VHF
radio, it could save your life (a VHF radio
endorsement is required to operate a VHF radio.

No.6
Pilot rating:
PHG Senior Pilot Instructor
PHG:
Solar Wings Pegasus XL
Site:
Coastal airstrip.
Conditions:
Gusty 6-10 knots.
Pilot injury:
Nil.
Passenger injury: Nil.
Glider damage: Pod extensively damaged,
cludes replacement screws, washers and caps.
front steering forks destroyed, broken keel,
It is available direct from Comunica or from
tom sail, bent leading edges, damaged batons.
your Comunica agent.
Description: Pilot with passenger atThe securing clip system on their helmets
tempted to land on taxi-way near hangar. Pilot
has
also
been improved. Replacement clips are
neglected to change the in-flight trim from slow
available with a choice of several different
setting for landing, stalled the trike near the
leather/nylon styles: "DOUBLE-D for maxiground and "mushed" into the ground. The
mum security, SLIDER for strong quickish refront steering forks collapsed and the trike
lease and SQUEEZE-RELEASE for indoor
nosed forward, coming to rest nose down,
aircraft and instant release" . These are available
breaking the pod, keel, etc.
at £4.30 + postage.
Causes: As usual a number of factors comThat is it for now, fly safely,
bined to cause this accident: flying too slow,
Craig Worth @
trike loaded to maximum, wind gradient, poor
choice of landing
area (rough surface), forks possibly bent by pnor
hard landing.
Lesson:
Always fly a full cir- FEATURES* large grassed. well shaded drive-thru sites.
cuit before landing
* 'Park like' seHing, 4 acres 01 green lawns & large trees.
and maintain suffi* large lawn camping area olfers both shady &
sunny snes.
cient flying speed
* luxUlY cabin·vans with and without inlemal en·suites
on approach. If usinc ludes airconditioning. healing, color lV.
'
complimentary tea and colfee.
ing an in-flight
* Economical on-site vans.
trimmer, add a
* linen hire ava ilable.
* Spotless amenilies block with unlimited hot water.
check of the trim* Full laundry facilities.
mer setting to your
* Well stocked kiosk, ice and l.P. gas.
* STD phone on premises.
pre-flight and pre* Inground swimming pool, well fenced
landing checklist.
* Adventure playgrOUnd area.

HAY CARAVAN PARK

Comunica HeLmets
Following my
report in July
Sky sailor regarding
problems WiUl the
Comunica helmet
strap retention sy stem, Comunica
have advised that
Uley have a retro-fit
available (at cost
price of £3.70 +
postage) . This
retro-fit is made
from a high-tech
tensile cord called
"parafil" and in-

* Picturesque picniC area wilh 2 gas 88Q's lor your

convenience.
We are proud of our park and look forward to being of
service to you.

NRMA 3.5 Star Rating

HAY CARAVAN PARK
• AI sites drive-thrv

r-.rl::zCSturt H'way, Hay NSW 2711 Ph: (069) 93 1415
Come & enjoy a qUiet & relaxing stay. Bookings
essential January holidays_ Get in early!
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river COlUltry.
The climate of Hay is considered temperate. The average summer temperature is 34
degrees celsius with an average winter temperature being 13 degrees celsius. The rainfall
is comparatively low with an average of 260320 mm annually. The weather patterns and
warm climate make for excellent thermal activity and great hang gliding conditions.

Hay is afriendly progressive
pastoral town on the banks oft he
Murrumbidgee River halfway
between Sydney and Adelaide
and 41 0 kilom etres north ofM elbourne. The Sturt, Cobb and
Mid-western Highways intersect at Hay.

"Warwick's longest distance
covered in Hay was a 185
kilometre stretchJrom Maude
to Rankin Springs which he
covered in five and a half
hours.

Hay is re-knowned for its unique open,
treeless plains with a magnificent 360 degree
skyline. The greatest difference in elevation is
no more than 17 metres from the lowest to the
highest point. Perennial bushes, mostly cottonbush and saltbush form the greater part of vegetation; the remainder being grass COlUltry and
flood plains. Box and gwn trees inhabit the

Established originally as a river crossing
for the merino sheep flocks, the wool booms of
the past have moulded the town's development.
Large historic buildings all graciously restored,
still wait for the population explosion predicted
by the town developers in the nineteenth century; tlle population of the town has fluctuated
around 3000 since its establishment in 1859.
Hay has an established shopping and business centre which serves a large district. A
number of service stations, including two
which open 24 hours. Six hotels and seven
motels provide quality accommodation ranging
from budget to upmarket. Two large caravan
parks and one camping ground, situated close
to the sturt Highwa , also offer quality accommodation for travellers with or without caravans. Visitors who wish to venture out of town
and into the bushland can stay in farm cottages
or camp on the many reserves along the Murrumbidgee River.
The Hay aerodrome is located 3 kilometres
south of the town. There is a sealed runway
capable ofhandling heavy commercial aircraft,

Stop Press!
Congratulations to
Rick Duncan
for winning tbe first
competition of the season,
tbe Canungra Classic,
on a B{a~e 141.
CongratulatioltS also to
pbil Beck for placil18 6th on
a Blaoe 141 at the classic.

AirBorne
Windsports Ply 11d
22/30 Redhead Rd, Kalaroa NSW 2290
Ph. Q4.9499 199, Fax 049 499395

with night landing facilities. Peninsula Airways
depart Hay 5 days a week to Canberra/Sydney
and return.
In January 1994, three hang glider pilots
from Melbourne were passing through Hay and
decided to try their luck. To their amazement
they found the district's excellent road system
and hot weather conditions ideal.
The Melbourne pilots, Warwick Duncan
and Peter and Marlies Eicher said apart from a
few windy days, they enjoyed excellent conditions for their favourite hobby.
Warwick's longest distance covered in Hay
was an 185 kilometre stretch from Maude to
Rankin Springs which he covered in five and a
half hours.
The tearn plan to return to Hay for future
hang gliding expeditions, saying the town and
district offered some ofilie best facilities for the
sport.
In August 1994, Rohan Holtkamp from the
Victorian Hang Gliding Federation was invited
to Hay by one of its residents, Mr Doug Jones.
Doug, who has been learning to hang glide,
thought Hay had great potential to develop the
sport, and invited Rohan to corne and see for
himself. Rohan was in Hay for two days looking at facilities available and weather conditions, paddock sizes and road access to
paddocks.
Rohan was extremely impressed with the
conditions, saying Hay has the potential to host
major hang gliding events in the future.
Rohan will be returning to Hay in the near
future and hopes to bring his Tandem hang
glider for locals to take part in gliding and
experience this wonderful sport.
So, now that you know where Hay is and
the wonderful scenery and conditions available, what are you waiting for?
Why not try your hand and hang gliding
over the beautiful and unique Hay plains.
For more information, contact the Tourist
and Amenities Centre on 069 931003 . @

Accommodation for Pilots
at the Club House Hotel 147 High St Hillston
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facili'ties include ample parking. TV lounge.
kitchen, laundry and public phone in the foyer.
Comfortable surrounds encompass
a wide cool verandah, a river that
provides ample fishing at the back
door and a BBQ area .
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Phone 069 672514 to arrange your accommodation package now
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CAH YOU MEET TtiE

COLIDRI CtiALLEHGE?
By Colleen Doyle
There is something new in the air for pilots
of ultralight and powered hang gliders .... The
Colibri proficiency badge.
The FA! Colibri badges are standards of
achievement which do not need renewal and the
qualifications are the same in every country.
Tony Witlox, national flying coach of the
Australian mtralight Federation is the driving
force for the establishment of the internationally recognised criteria of flying in Australia.
Bronze, silver and gold badges complete
the set, but unfortunately the gold is presently
unattainable for pilots here in Australia.
Tasks demanded for the Colibri badges demand a high level of skill. These are taught to
all students and it is not WI after passing exams,
pilots then fine tune them. What better way to
test these skills than attempting the Colibri
badge.
Requirements for the bronze badge state
participants must have completed 20 hours solo
in a micro light aircraft, including at least 50
logged flights. Pilots must execute three precision landings within 10 metres of a gi ven spot.
Also included in the special test is one precision
landing within 20 metres of a given spot. This
must take place from aheightof 1000 feetAGL,
gliding without the use of the motor.
Pilots then participate in two cross-country
flights, each 75 km in length over a triangular
course. One with an outlanding at a designated
point, finishing within 15 per cent of their
nominated time. Tail, head and cross winds
have to be taken into consideration by the pilot.
The silver badge is a progressively harder
test with 100 hours and at least 200 logged
flights. The pilot then has to complete two
flights to approximately 1000 feet AGL, complete a 360 degree turn and land within 5 metres
of a given spot. The final requirement to be met
for the silver badge is the completion of four
150 km cross-country flights with any landing
or turn points pre-declared. The course for these
tasks may be straight, dog-leg (one turnpoint)
out and return, or triangUlar.
All tasks have to be completed under the
supervision of specially nominated observers.
The gold badge as explained earlier, is unattainable due to the high standards required i.e.
the pilot must hold one of the following:- national micro light instructor rating / international microlight record (or have held one);
national micro light seaplane rating; as well as
completed two 75 km cross-country flights in a
seaplane / national rating .

"PO'rVered hang gliding in A ustraIia has made
some dramatic steps since coming under thejurisdiction qtthe Hang Gliding Federation. However
the sport can expand much, much further. These
badges will encourage most pilots to move ahead,
to fly safely and to reach higher levels. "

A number of pilots
from the Holbrook Ultralight Club have already participated in a
Colibri weekend and were awarded bronze
badges for their well executed flying. One has
since been awarded a silver Colibri. These pilots are the first in Australia to receive the
badge.
Mr Witlox encourages all PHG pilots to
participate in the Colibri badge days. A mass
assault with pilots meeting at one location has
been suggested.
PHG instructors are invited to obtain their
badges and to encourage other pilots to take

part.

matic steps since coming under the jurisdiction
of the Hang Gliding Federation. However the
sport can expand much, much, further. These
badges will encourage most pilots to move
ahead, to fly safely and to reach higher levels.
Their flying skills will become sharper and
most of all it will encourage them to become
aviators in the true sense - pilots who respect
others and obey the rules of the air. Most importantly the attainment of these badges will
show them the meaning of airmanship and give
the camaraderie of others with the same interests, flying.
Working towards a target of national flying
competitions will only heighten interest in this
type of aviation. It will encourage others to
become involved in a sport that is classed as one
of the fastest growing in the world.
To those who fly these wonderful craft .. .
Are you prepared to meet the Colibri challenge? @

Any club or region that intends oris holding
competitions should contact Colleen Doyle on
067 472422. Observers have to be organised
and results entered on a national register for a
ranking system. This will lead towards the
founding of national competitions for both ultralights and PHG's.
With the requirements for the
gold badge presently out of the
PTY LTD
reach of Australian
14 Northern Avenue
Moorabbin Airport. Mentone
pilots, it would be
Victoria Australia 3194
an achievement for
Telephone: 03 5875975
Mobile: 018 336346
aviation here in this
Fax : 03 5875976
country to have naNew Products
tional events take
With the Australian market in mind, Solar Wings aviation, in conjunctinn
place as a lead up to
with Sky Cycles Pty Ltd (Australia), have put together a weight shift aircraft
incorporating the toughness. reliability and value tor money required by the
A ustralian pilots
Australian pilot.
being able to comThe TraiJ BlIlzer trike (manulaeturcd lor Australia) incorporates the Q2 15
pete at international
metre wing with infIight trim 4565 mph (hands off) and straight & level of
levels.
over 80 mph. The tried and proven Q2 wing as used ion the Quantum and
Quasar trik"" is hy rar th~ mnst suitah l ~ wing availahle rnr the rough
Any individual ,
conditions trikes need to endure in Australia.
club, or region who
Th~ Tmil Blazer lrik~ bas~ is mllllijj~" Qualll,un "~sign illwrpordting less
has any ideas on
fibreglass, larg(.r windscreen, tough t)T(S, modified easy rig system and much
how to achieve
more.
Standard trike/eaJures inch.de:
these goals is asked
~
Powerful rear brakes (both wheels), an absolute must.
to contact Mr Wit~
Castoring steering in ball bearings . (A must for easy ground handling
lox.
and steady landings .)
The first step
~
No rear wires, great for rough fields or long grass .
towards staging
~
Large wheels with light nose wheel sULtic pressure (good soft ground and
Colibri competibeach use etc.)
tions is to have ob~
1 wheel sLL'pe,,,ion (fully progressive) for O,e hest ride over rough
servers in your club
terrain without compromise to stability.
~
Easy starting from inside the cockpit.
or region. Again,
~
Emlurdllce uf u,~r 6 huurs withu ul r~fudling (r~al cross cuuntry
Colleen is the lady
potential).
to contact if anyone
Together this trike/wing combination offers the toughest high perfonnance
is interested in betrike yet available . The ergonomics and engineering of the Trail Blazer leave
ing appointed.
ntllhing I.u bt: lI~sift:d.
Powered hang
Your test flight is guaranteed to be a memorable one. Contact your nearest
gliding in Australia
Sky Cycles "istrihutor rur rurther infnnnaliun.
has made some dra-

SKY CYCLES

Priced from $19,995.00 plus freight
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Hang Gliding or
Para-gliding?
By Phil Hystek
ell, I don't care, they just don't look
safe, they're not a real aircraft, are they?
I mean, at least a hang glider has a real wing,
it's tight and you feel like a bird. Jellyfish,
Ii-los, dope chutes, pair-a-panties, European
faggot bags. Yes, I was a detractor.
Paragliding was shrouded in mystery, resulting from my lack of desire to know and a
sort of supremacist attitude common among my
hang gliding friends, whenever anything with
strings came into the area.
But after a year spent pursuing the graceful
freedom that is hang gliding, I succumbed to
the persistent approaches of Andy Whitehill to
at least have a go.
Reluctantly I headed back to the training
hill for somem ore foot slogging.
Hey, I thought this was going to be easy, but
with all these lines and no airframe, I can see
this thing getting into a real mess.
Oh no, this is a real mess, maybe if I undo
this here, and pass that under... .. ..
"You should never take the lines off the
risers. Just bundle it up and bring it back if you

W

have any trouble".

"In marginal soaring
conditions I would be more
inclined to fly the parag/ider, as
restricted and face landings had
taken on a new meaning. "
I could tell Andy was just a little upset as
he worked to sort out the plate of spaghetti I had
handed him. But what's life without a challenge
and at least it was another way of getting in the

air.

Misconceptions made way for realisation
of the benefits to be had from this new sky toy.
Most obvious was ease and speed of setup and
breakdown. In the half hour between fmishing
work and sunset, I could now get in 15 minutes
of airtime.
In marginal soaring conditions I would be
more inclined to fly the paraglider, as restricted
and face landings had taken on
Phil Hystek & Jeanne Pepper preparing to launch at a new meaning. You can land
these things anywhere your skill
Borah - p Andrew Pepper
and a little imagination will allow.
For XC flying tllis means
less limitations on chosen
routes. A 5-10 km walk is not
out of the question. Can't fmd a
driver on that perfect mid week
XC day? No worries, do it anyway, just pack up and hitch a
ride home. It's even possible to
walk up a suitable hill for a relaunch following a bomb out.
For globe trotters
Paragliders offer the obvious
advantage, not just in ease of
shipment (take it as checked in
baggage), no need to worry
about forklifts destroying aluminium tubes. And no need to
fmd a rental car with roof racks.
Thinking back to my motorcycle touring days through Australia and North America
ICanada/Mexico/Alaska, the
experience would have been infmitely more interesting with a
paraglider on tile rack.
But hang .gliding still holds
a special place in my heart. Even
though tlle sports share a com-
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mon theme, it's the dynamics which set them
apart. A hang glider gives a much more aquiline
feel. Eagles don' t fly sitting down . Even the
thought of the launch process evokes a different
feeling.
Standing on a no wind launch, 30 kg of
glider fmely balanced on your shoulders creates
a certain anticipation. The initial acceleration,
the smooth transition from running to flying ,
moving to the prone position, and the feeling of
launch completion when the harness zipper is
done up. The paraglider launch tends to be
shorter and transition not so gradual, with no
real act of fmalising the launch.
In flight the two exhibit a different feel.
With no frame the paraglider gives a smootller
more fluid feel whilst the hang glider will give
the pilot rigid contact with the air through
which they fly.
A sensitive paraglider pilot will feel the
location of thermal cores through the canopy
but not to the same extent. With its slow speed,
a paraglider can core thermals with 360's, the
tightness of which is unimaginable to hang
glider pilots.
And stability? Yes we all know paragliders
co llapse, but with the latest designs they are less
frequent and threatening . But the fact that a
paraglider can collapse is one of its redeeming
features and one without which I wouldn ' t fly
tllem.
When encountering strong lift (eg cloud
suck) maximum speed of a fully inflated canopy will only result in a sink rate of about
400fpm, much less that available from a hang
glider with the bar stuffed.
By initiating various amounts of canopy
collapse, from tips folded to a full B line stall,
sink rates can be gradually increased and sustained up to 2500fpm. Sure you won ' t out-run
anytlling but you ' ll get to a safer altitude
quickly. Even an asymmetrically collapsed canopy is not a problem provided directional
control is maintained - familiarity witll your
wing and re-inflation techniques is the secret
here.
For XC, a hang glider will always go further, quicker, but tile challenge of tile flight is
our goal , not just mega distance. 200 km is to
a paraglider pilot, what 300 km is to a hang
glider, and what 1500 km is to a sailplane.
The dynamics of landing are also quite
different. The ability to dive in a fast slipping
tlml, tile glide in ground effect wllich seems to
go on forever (catching more than the odd pilot
out), and the requirement for perfect flare timing, all add up to make it one of my favourite
parts of hang glider flight.
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PROPWASH...
You have been given the all clear by
the bank manager, your wife and family and your
mates are asking when will you take them for a
fly in your new trike!!
But what is the most suitable aircraft
for your needs? The Australian trike industry is
rapidly expanding with a number of different
aircraft types, models and options available .
The price of your very own portable
aircraft will be a major contributing factor to your
selection, either new or second hand . You must
also consider that you may require a trailer,
registration and insurance fortransporting to and
from the airfield!
Communication equipment between
you and your passenger, and/or to other airspace users will need to be examined for the
most suitable product/s for your requirements. If
you intend on flying from a friend's property then
you may only require a simple intercom system .
But if you are intending to operate from a licensed airport, then a VHF radio would seem
appropriate .
Alternatively, if you are going to fly
down the Birdsville Track and across to Perth ,
then in addition you would require a UHF radio
and an ELB or similar for those remote areas.
As you can see, the dollars don't just
stop at the purchase of your very own trike! But,
with careful planning and discussing your needs
with an approved aircraft distributor, you will
ultimately save time and money prior to handing
over your hard earnt cash.
So what are my options in the two seat
aircraft category?
In Australia , you can now select from

With its lack of ground effect the paraglider
on the other hand requires nothing more than
the ability to slow the glider, control any oscillations in turbulence and gently flare the glider
I m oITthe ground. It's almost laughably easy
by comparison. I ' ve had students land
paraglider 's cross-tail and no wind without
even realising it, all of which could have spelt
disaster for a hang gliding student.
Paragliders are great for those people operating in remote areas where spare parts are a
rare commodity. I guess they are the first aircraft where "air frame" takes on a new meaning.
Comet or Ipec won ' t get rich fro m paraglider
pilots. On the other hand, due to the extremely
light construction paragliders tend not to last as
long as hang gliders if treated with disrespect.
So there you have it, a quick view fro m
both sides.
I'll continue to fly hang gliders for the
dynamics of bird-like flight, the speed and
glide. But paragliders also capture me with their
portability and spontaneity. BOtll are a great
accompaniment to the other and therefore deserve the respect and lUlderstanding.
Whatever you fly, do it safely.

Phil Hy stek has been fly ing hang
gliders for 4 years and paraglidersfor
3.5 years. He is a dual rated instructor
and ow ns and operates Silent Sky
Sport in Brisbane, Queensland. @
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either Australian or European manufactured aircraft. The current two seat variety available are
certified to an approved standard, either BCAR
Section S or equivalent and are eligible for operation under CAO 95.32.
If you are unsure of the aircraft certification , then just contact the manufacturer or a
distributor for advice.
In addition , the aircraft should have a
compliance placard located in the cockpit which
will verify the aircraft's authenticity.
Basically, there are six two seat
weightshift aircraft manufacturers in the world .
The manufactures are ; Airborne
Ifv'indsports - Australia , Mainair Microlights, Air
Creation, Cosmos, Profly and Pegasus Aviation
in Europe . The most popular models here in
Australia are from Airborne Ifv'indsports and
Pegasus Aviation .
The Australian company Airborne
Ifv'indsports, manufactures the Edge 582 and the
Edge Executive . The European company,
Pegasus Aviation manufactures the Pegasus Q,
Pegasus XL, Quantum and Quantum Super
Sport and the Quasar II .
Each aircraft has been designed with
characteristics that mayor may not suit your
requirements. If you are six foot six tall, or have
just retired and over sixty years of age, then
possibly only one or two particular types will fit
the bill.
Maybe you are wanting an aircraft
that offers speed and endurance , with comfortable seating and cockpit ergonomics that reduce
pilot fatigue .
The Australian climate is at times
quite harsh, and you will need to consider if the
aircraft will meetthese climatic changes comfortably. You will also need to look at your own ability

and capabilities, and whether you can safely
operate your preferred aircraft type within these
limits.
There are now a number of second
hand aircraft on the market. If you decide to
choose from this area , then you must consider
the aircraft's previous history of safe operation
and maintenance logs.
It may be a risky choice if you were to
buy an aircraft with NO logs or identification to
its previous hours of operation!
Finally, a major concern that you must
address, is .. . "what is the life expectancy of the
aircraft, and / or rebuild - replacement, both
airframe, sail and engine components?".
Check the aircraft manufacturers' Operator's manual for suggested limits and make
your own wise decisionl
~ask for a second professional
opinion if you are not completely satisfied with
your initial advice. It may only be a phone call!
Next month we will take a peak at
what each aircraft has to offer in a more detailed
fashion , so stay tuned, and "CLEAR PROP" for
now.
If you would like a particular topic or
question answered, then please address your
letters to the editor. Propwash will do the restl
The Propwash ... Pun for the month
is:

"A spinning prop, can make

a chop, even when it's
STOPPED!!"

Pocket a
P65 today!
"The Philips P65 UHF CB
Portable is a compact, serious
transceiver which offers a host
of userfriendly features
combined with blistering
performance. "

CBACTION

For a detailed brochure plus
information on our Introductory
offer, contact the specialist
dealer, Melbourne Paragliding
Centre on 03 882 4130 or write
to PO BOX 3010 Auburn, 3123 .

e
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ALAN GOLDSWORTHY
HGFA ApPROVED HANG GLIDING INSTRUCTOR

PHOENIX AVIONICS
formerlv Phoenix School of Hang Gliding Rainbow Beach

Hang gliding instruction, sales and service
Introductory and pilot certificate courses
Free refresher courses for past students

074 499 369
015 677495
Daily briefing on local sites and continental breakfast available
7-9am
in conveniently located conference rooms
at
Rainbow Beach

Prior booking is essential!
Please contact Alan

'Specia[ising in 1{ain6ow 'Beach
and
5 unskine Coast areas
this summer."
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THE GILLIES
1994
By Warwick Gill
The weather on Saturday was on everyone's mind. Would it be a day with a solid
inversion or just a strong head wind? With
twenty pilots setting up on the Gillies site, a task
was set to go to Edmonton about 15 krns north
ofT/0 and then back again. But there was doubt
as to how high the inversion would let us go, so
the frrst two comp pilots, Kevin Gilligan and
Warwick Gill took off to test the air. A strong
east-north-east wind was operating with increasing strength at height so a double triangle
was called as Plan B, which turned outto be the
wise move. The frrst gaggle of pilots hit the
deck after the frrst tum point, much to the
disgust of Ethel and Gerry. With extreme sinking air and head wind, No I tum point was
difficult to maintain height, in order to get back
to the Northern Point where the thermal activity
was constant.
A lot of pilots, after watching the front
gaggle go down, took things more carefully. It
was obvious that a lot of height and speed was
necessary to get to the frrst TlPoint without
succumbing to the ground suck. Brian Hayhow
was flying the new model "RAGE" glider from
Enterprise Wings and seemed at home with the
head wind and sink, as did the Townsville pilots
who operate very well as a team.
Graham Beplate had an excellent run
around the course, to finish I st in B Grade.
While the Cairns pilots managed I st place in A
Grade, with Warwick Gill stretching his glide
to within 2 krns ofthe goal which was set "over
the back" on the edge ofTinnaroo Dam. Russell
Kratz put the most into his landing approach
only to fmd himself turned back towards the hill

and an unfortunate tree landing . Luckily there
were a number of experienced pilots nearby to
assist with his precarious retrieval .
Our hosts for the weekend, Marlene and
Wayne, who own Pioneer Valley Horse Riding
Ranch where we all stayed, invited us to their
daughter's 21 st birthday party that night. So
with quiet caution we all tried to go to bed early.
Not before Cmac showed us his new dancing
style which included falling down twice and
taking out the marquee's outside post (he put it
back) and he doesn ' t even drink.
When we all woke up on Sunday morning
there was a light fog on the ground and the SIE
change had moved in. With the promise of an
excellent day, the launch order was pulled out
of a hat and set-up was on the way. A task was
set to Dimbula, about 60 kim to the west ofT/O.
The first pilots in the air found abundant lift and
were soon climbing to 5000 '. Following the
well-marked cloud streets, the lead pilots Warwick Gill, Graham Etherton and Brian Hayhow
were soon past Lake Tinnaroo and on their way
to Matchilba, which would prove a tougher task
as the clouds were beginning to thin out. Some
pilots had left their run over-the-back too late
and were fmding the lift a little ragged. Col
Bevan from WA had done very well on the 1st
day but didn 't manage the over the back conditions and ended up in tile bomb out paddock .
Gerry stayed on laWlch to help Kevin Gilligan
out of his large tree.
A miscalculated 360 0 tlU1ljust after laWlch
had Kev dangling high up with no damage!
Our vetran pilot, Nev Akers, 61 years
yOWlg, had a great I st day but even though he
went west with good height, he was Wlable to
find that elusive thermal so ended up on the
edge of the lake.
Meanwhile the lead pilots were making
mistakes. Both Brian and Warwick went down
before goal only to watch Graham, Ian and
Cmac cruise overhead. Lots of kicking and
jumpi.ng up and down.

Gillies launch, Far North Qld

Luke Walker had his personal best flight to
recrod an impressive B Grade win for the day.
Ethel made goal flfst followed by Ian Graham,
Ian Maclean and Cmac .
The reward for consistancy went to Ian
Graham with a great win. Ian's been working
on this for some time. The rest as follows. See
you back next year.

A Grade
Ian Graham
2

WArrick Gill

867

975

1842

1000

636

1636

3

Brian Hayhow

867

518

1385

4

Ethel

247

1000

1247

5

Ian Maclean

247

972

1219

6

Chris McDonald

202

972

1174

7

Nev Akers

787

131

918

8

Col Bevan

867

0

867

9

Geoff Brown

787

131

918

10 Gerry Gerus

234

0

234

II Kevin Gilligan

160

0

160

B Grade
Graham Beplate

787

0

787

2

Luke Walker

234

498

732

3

Graig Phillips

247

87

334

4

Phil Britton

234

87

321

5

Heini

202

87

289

6

Mark Stevens

234

0

234

7

Russel

234

0

234

8

Duncan Stevens

234

0

234

9

Dave McManus

0

38

38

@

ULTRALIGHT TRAINING
with

CORRYONG AIR
Whsat
YOUS9'f

S

~i:~~~~~~:~::r

Weight shift (Quasar)

2 x 30 minute training flights, 2 briefings,
2 de-briefings, superb calm weather 011 yeor,
4,800' sealed runway, 2 km from town,
spectacular scenery, access to GA tail
draggers, assortment of AG strips, thorough
training in "real" aviation atmosphere

Ring cn Glenn Wilson
for some (orryong Air

018 690040
Trike & Drifter hire: SSS/hour WET
November 1994
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The ~ dfo~ 1994 U.S.A Flying Tour
By Tony Amlstrong

"The vario was reeaalLy starting to
scream (yahoo) and I instinctiveLy
knew "It" was closing on me. You
know when it is going to strike, 'cause
something in the air always indicates
it. A t that point the entire Lowerfly ing
wires went sLack, then, tight with the
noise tofolLow ... "whack"... (welcome
back Tony) A rghhh, the Sierra thermals certainly do pack a punch!! I
figure that I will leave this thermal to
the other guys who arefollowing close
behind me... "Good thermal here guys
1500 up, rool smooth "... ha ha!"
The Event:
While most Australians were home freezing in the winter westerlies, 8 pilots ventured to
the Northern Hemisphere to 30 plus temperatures and, for some, up to 35 hours of crosscountry airtime.
Some people call me masochistic, trying to
make a living as an instructor, and taking a
bunch of pilots away on my annual sojourn to
the West of the U.S.A but, once you have travelled to these places it becomes clearer just
what I see in them.

Los Angeles:
Remember the song that goes" L.A is a big
freeway, put a $100 down and buy a car" ???
Love it or hate it, L.A has a lot of energy and a
few really good places to fly with the closest
being Sylmar Flight Park 30 minutes north out

Mark Madden subscribing to the theory of 'Bank and Crank'
The photo was taken by Tony Armstrong in a tandem glider piloted by 'Woody'.
ilL 'Homme d'orange was screaming up at around 1500fpm. Even in the tandem glider
our climb rate was consistently at 1200 fpm . WE were amazed at how banked over he
was and how fast the climb rate was!!"
ofL.A airport. We felt at horne here as 80 % of
the hang gliders are Australian made and being
a weekend it was naturally crowded in the
"L.Z" . ( landing zone)
We were not the only tourists around as a
few New Zealanders were also bumped around
by this typical inverted day. Victorian Dave
"red road "McCoy found out what an asthma
attack was all about after a day of flying there,
so it was time to leave the smog and head to the
land of ''big air".
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You tend to feel a difference once
leaving L.A , the desert landscape takes
over and the word "mountains" takes on
a whole new meaIDng. Let's face it,
there are not too many places where 8
to 9 thousand vertical feet exist. The
solitude is so complete, the stillness so
perfect, you feel as if you' ve entered
some hushed sanctuary. Oregon is
where you fmd raw American culture,
there are no Hollywoods , swinuning
pools or movie stars. You don ' t find
bulls#@% in this neck of the woods as
nearly every person carnes a gUll (or
three), the rack being displayed in every
pick up I saw.
Iflast year 's flying (shopping) tour
found the waitress' attractive, then this
year we met her match and she goes by
the name of the "Tiger Woman ". Her
name derives from the style of car that
she drove, which appeared to be painted
in a frenzy of gold and brown stripes.
The flying was quite good and we

new every day of our stay. Even though the
ground level was at 4 112 grand, a few of the
guys got up to 13 odd thousand. Mark Madden,
who eamed the nick name of " L' homme d'orange", flew the furthest on a great day. I placed
goal at about 120 km with a "restraining order"
on those who flew past it. Sorry L' horrune!!!
Incidentally the nic name of Mark's is from
French, " the man from (where he lives) Orange".
As we spent most of the time flying , (unlike
1993) the night life activity was chilled. Ian
Lobb (Lo bster) organised through his Christian
friends a good 01' BBQ "Lakeview style ".
Naturally out came the best thongs, T-shirts and
a de-tuned vocabulary. Lobby 's glider, which
has the letters "John 3: 16 " plastered all over it,
certainly made him popular with more than a
few locals. SO, Ian are you going to corne clean
on why you have gone back to Lakeview.???
It was time to move on, the locals kept .
flogging us every time at pool and Tiger
Woman was looking more attractive each day.
After tossing the coin, heads for Chelan (site of
the women's worlds) and tails for the Owens
Valley it was the Owens via Reno for a bit of
gambling .

The Owens Valley:
Just the mere thought tends to conjure unages of dust devils, radicallifi (equally radical
sink) wild terrain, parachute deployments and
red necks!!! ! But when you get to know the
moods of this place you can flow in harmony
with it. Every pilot has a horror story, sure; even
equipment is not recognised till It passes the
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''L'homme d'orange " who
blew us all away by aniving
at 10,500 feet AGL (yes,
AGL) The Kiwis also had a
good day with Bill Degen piloting his Desire 141 to over
150 miles, reaching 18,000
feet several times. Age didn't
stop another Kiwi called Eddy
who despite flying a single
surface glider flew well over
100 miles.
TIlere are not many places
in the world where you can fly
100 miles by 3 in the arvo and
be back at the camp site for
dinner , ready to do it all again
the very next day.
We had some classic stories and I would like to share
a few of those:
No: I: The "Highest Top
Landing Award" goes to Steve
Hossack who somehow
landed on top of the White
mountains after drifting too
far back (hypoxic I reckon). I
wonder how many pilots out
tilere have landed at 11,000
.
????? He made my tandem top
Woody on Mazurka Peak, looking back toward the Sierras landings at Stan well look
"sick ",
Sierra turbulence.
TIle Mr Fix It Award: a bit of a toss up here
I have been to this area for 6 consecutive
between Paul Marchant (Sydney) and Mike
years, feeling privileged to be almost at home.
Sewell (S unslline coast).
There is energy here I like tapping in to. The
Murphy's law existed here.
weather is really consistent, hot one day, even
TIle Smootil Flying Award : Defll1itely Pllil
hotter tile next and til ere is some tiling special
"Woody" who has only been flying for a year
about gazing at the stars during the night.
but handled all tilat tile Sierras could tilfow and
Naturally the longest distances occurred
still come up smilillg. Ok, Ok, I kllow we taught
from tile Horseshoe Meadows take ofT. Several
him to fly, but. .
guys on one particular day flew tile magical 100
TIle Bargain of tile Tour Award: The first
miles. First to arrive was "red raads" McCoy,
prize to Bell Taco for the "Monterey jack soft
followed by Steve "I hate to talk on radio"
chicken taco".Ifyo u are ever in Bishop try it for
RufTels. Last but not least was tile legend
$1.25 and closely followed by tile EI Chara 's

The car of the Tiger Woman' with the g uys taking over.

Margarita jug, a bargain during "happy hour"
at $3.50 (one is enough!!)

The Ending:
Unfortunately all good fuings come to an
end, just like tile 01' wild west movies where the
good guys ride ofT into tile sunset. For us, that
means going home to families, work and responsibilities. (Don't worry I have tilem as
well)
As we started driving from the Owens an
incredibly beautiful sunset filled the entire valley with colours that you only see in tills place.
I feel very fortunate to be able to experience tilis
wi til such a great bunch of Aussies and at iliat
particular point of time tilere was a silence in
tile van, longer tilan any otiler in the last 3
weeks. TIlere was no wise cracks, no one liners
and I also noticed every one was looking out
and up into the Sierras. I know what it was, it
was tile call of the Owens saying "Hey guys
come back and sample some more long flights,
big tilennals, cold beer and salsa, warm nights
and a view of the stars iliat is not possible any
where else". I swear that nearly all of tilem
nodded. Well , tilat's my side of tile story so if
you see tilese guys, ask tilem tileir side:
New Soutil Wales: Paul Marchant, Pili I
Woodyatt, Mark Madden , Ian Lobb. Victoria:
Dave McCoy, Steve Ruffels, Steve Hossack .
Queensland: Mike Sewell
Oh! By tile way, my ride into SWlset is not
completed just yet, so I guess iliat I may have
to give it anotiler go next year. Start saving now
tilOse who are interested. @

Trike Pilots!
Don't Miss This!
Sky Cycles Pty Ltd will be
doing a tour of the East
coast with all the latest
trike products in the
December/January period.
If you haven't had the
opportunity to test fly the

Quantum
then here is your chance.
Phone or fax us with your
details and airfield and
we will arrange a visit.

Sky Cycles

Pty Ltd

03 587 5975
Fax 03 587 5976
November 1994
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ICOM

Count on us!

o

INTRODUCING THE
FIRST HANDHELD CB
WITH BUILT-IN
SELCALL

Duplex operation lor
n:reased commUlicatlon
range umg repeater
stations.

Innovation keeps ICOM ahead.
At leom our leadership in CB is built on
innovation. And once again, ICOM is first
with the latest, the new IC-40GX.
The sma llest handheld UHF CB and

lacllhy wnhseparate
user programmable
memory.

the first with built-in SELCALL.
Now when you want one-toone, uninterrupted
communication, there's
no need to go to the
extra expense of

Simple one touch scan

retrofitting.

function: start, stop,

ncan baa HIe

The IC-40GX

memorise

saver.

allows you to

Faature atter feature, ICOM puts you first.

send or receive
calls from a specific

You can program your ten most frequently-called numbers

individual or group.

for single button speed calling. You also get call-back

Each unit is factory-

acknowledgement and Group Call to as many as 100 stations.

programmed with its own unique

There's up to a full 5W of output power with a Hi/Lo

code and can monitor continuously, in

transmission switch to conserve power and a power save

quiet mode, until a selective call signal is received.

mode on receive. Plus a one touch Channel 5 emergency

You receive the calls that are specifically for you with no

channe l, and much more .

disturbing outside chatter. It makes UHF CB
simple and as convenient to use as a hand phone.

Discover the innovative features, the clarity and performance
of the new IC-4OGX for yourself at your nearest leom dealer soon.

leorn Australia 7 D uke St Windsor Victoria 3 181 A .C .N . 006 092 575
Free Call : (008) 338 915 P h : (03) 529 7582 Fax : (03) 529 8485
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IIBest Captionll
Competition

The S'YDNEY PARAGLIDING Club is holding a
competition for the best caption to the above photograph
of Godfrey Wenness trying to discipline his ADVANCE
OMEGA 3. The competition is to be run over 3 months &will be drawn on 15/1/95.

PRIZE a pair of Thermal- Seeking Flying
Glasses courtesy of Ezy-Eye Optics. Valued at
$80.00. Send entries to : S.P.C P.O. Box 225
Helensburgh NSW 2508
November 1994
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Reprinted from Airborn
Oct/Nov'94

Deane Landreth of Pacific Paragliders looks at the development
of modern paragliders and makes some predictions on future
development. Here we look at airfoil stability.
he first thing to realise is that
stability and collapse recovery
are not the same thing. A stable
. canopy does not necessarily
imply that it will recover well
from collapses. Conversely a
very unstable canopy can have brilliant
collapse recovery characteristics.
Gliders with high initial stability generally
suffer less severe deflations. This makes it
appear that their recoveries from collapse are
better also. What we should really be
comparing is how a wing recovers from equal
sized deflations.
Let' s look first at the initial stability, or a
wing's ability to resist collapse in the first
place. First lets dispel the myth of 'internal
pressure'. (Later we will see that it is the
'pressure differential' that is important).
Numerous publications as well as common
advice tell the pilot when flying in turbulence
to pull down on the flaps (brakes) to 'pressurise'
the canopy. Internal pressure is equal to the

stagnation pressure which is dependent on the
airspeed. Since internal pressure decreases as
you fly slower, clearly this is not the reason for
the increase in stability noticed.
What does increase, however, is the ANGLE
of ATTACK. This is the angle between the
airflow over the wing and a reference line on
the chord of the foil. This reference line is
chosen for geometrical convenience but for
our purposes we will define it as the angle at
which the foil produces no lift.
Defining it this way means that at negative
angles of attack the foil is producing negative
lift or pushing downwards.
With no rigid structure in a paraglider you
cannot sustain this condition on any part of the
wing and the canopy collapses. Luffing or
tucking are perhaps better words to describe
what actually happens
By using a little maths you can show that the
maximum ability to resist luffing when
encountering a vertically downward gust
occurs when you are flying at the maximum

Resistance to collapse
on entering a downward gust
(Figures dependant on wing loading)
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Part 2
angle of attack just above the stall speed (See
fig I). Of course, itwould be foolish tomaintain
this speed in turbulence as any upward gust
would stall the glider
Personally, I liketo fly as fast as I comfortably
can in turbulence to avoid being gust stalled.
Quick application of the flap will stop a tuck
as it occurs. This also leads to a more positive
reopening as you slow down and it is generally
a better solution than just flying slow to start
with.
The maximum speed of a paraglider is really
the maximum speed at which you can maintain
adequate tability.
As you can see from the graph the ability to
resist luffing on entering a downward gust
drops off rapidly below an angle of attack of
around 3.5°. On most paragliders this would
cOlTespond to an airspeed of around 40-45kph
depending on the wing loading
Some gliders may advertise 55kph top speed
but it takes nerves of steel to fly at this speed
through turbulent air. The resulting carnage
from the inevitable collapses is spectacular, at
least for the those watching from the comfort
of the ground.
In the past, gliders have been rigged slow to
provide adequate stability but obviously this
is not the best solution.
If angle of attack were the on ly factor then al l
gliders would be equally stable. Obviously
this is not the case. Here we need to look
deeper into the types offoils used in paragliders
to solve the mystery of why some gliders are
more stable than others.

PITCHING MOMENT
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To simplify things , a critical time for
paraglider stabi lity is what happens at zero
angle of attack or when the foil is producing
no lift.
With an unstable foil at this point, the foil
wants to keep pitching forward thus worsening
the condition. A stable foil wants to pitch up,
returning the wing to normal flight. The
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aerodynamic quantity called the pitching gliders. The top one from a Paratech P3 shows
moment is a measure of an airfoil's stability. an un stable foil. The bottom one from a
Generally, paraglider foi ls are unstable. T he Advance Omega 3 shows a relatively stable
pilot hanging below the wing provides the foil.
Unstable foi ls are not all bad. For those with
necessary restoring force to return the angle of
attack to a set positive ang le (pendular the skills to fly them they generall y offer
stabi lity).
lighter handling and better low speed
In an ' unstable' glider the foi l wi ll pitch characteristics.
forward faster than the pendulum effect can
Paraglider foils are, of course, not rigid.
restore stabi lity and the glider will
collapse often.
Paratech P3
By contrast the more stable foi l will be
happy flying at low angles of attack and
give the pilot plenty of time to pull
down the flaps or merely sit there and let
gravity restore order. The pendulum
length of the glider is also importapt
here as ideally you want damp out as
Omega 3
much oscillation in pitch as possible.
You may wonder why paragliders use
unstable foils when stable ones are
available. Unfortunately, with a lot of
stable foils this is the only characteristic
they have going for them. The latest
foils for paragliders have been designed to be Pulling down the flaps (brakes) changes the
as stable as possible while optimising other shape of the foil. Paradoxically the
aerodynamic pitching stabi lity of the foil is
aerodynamic characteristics.
Stable foi ls generall y have the top surface decreased but its overall abi lity to resist luffing
high point well forward, long straight recovery is increased due to the higher angle of attack.
Generally, the stable foi l is only useful when
section possibly with reflex in the tail, and
fairly symmetrica l s hape with convex trying to fly fast at low angle of attack.
undersurface. Including a large nose radius
One of the reasons that some new gliders
also softens the stall characteristics.
have such a good speed range is because of
Figure 2 shows the difference in foi l shape their foils abi lity to remain stable at low angle
from two generations of high performance of attack.
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FOIL STIFFNESS
Another factor in airfoil stabi lity is the
stiffness of the foil. T he stiffness is related to
the difference between the internal and external
pressure and the thickness of the foi l.
Since the internal pressure is fixed by the
airspeed the pressure difference is generated
by the amount of li ft the foil produces
High camber foils produce a greater pressure
differential. A deep high volume foil is
therefore stiffer. Due to its higher mass
it also has more momentum than a
thinner one. This is the characteristic
commonly alluded to as ' high internal
pressure' .
It takes a larger force to deflect this
type of foil from its flight path and it
fee ls more stable.
On the other hand, when a high volume
foil does luff, the extra mass works
against you . Having large openings
helps deflate the foil quickly, reducing
its inertia.
Thecombination of thick high volume
foils with large openings seems to be the best
overall for stabi lity.
RIGGING
Paragliders rely on the lines to hold the
airfoil at a chosen angle of attack. Even the
most stable of airfoils will produce an unstable
glider if it is not rigged properly.
Rigging a glider is a whole series of
compromises between performance. stability,
collapse recovery and handling and wi ll be the
subject of the next issue.

for Hang Gliding & Paragliding

II'

with HIGH ADVENTURE AIRPARK

High Adventure Airpark has the most modern and advanced Aero-tow and Ground tow
equipment available in Australia TODAY, with over 5000 tows to our credit in the last 4
years and tow strips in every wind direction .

2 day Ground Tow course:
Includes:

2 nights accommodation with breakfast
All tows to licence level, theory class & exam
Video , of course!

2 day Aero-tow course:
Includes:

Cost $1.60.00

Cost $220.00
2 nights accommodation with breakfast
All tows to licence level , theory class & exam
Video, of course!

"Clubs, come to us or we will come to you"

Contact LEE SCOTT on 065 565265 phone or fax

Learn with the professionals!
November 1994
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Did You Know? Did You Know?
Did You Know?
Sky Cycles' 'Did You Know' advertisement
In the October issue of Skysallor listed the
Airborne Edge at the wrong price.

The new Edge E retails for $19,650.

L;lter! th,e
tv;I(!.f ()I
()I(
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This includes, AS STANDARD:
By Peter Beard

• The latest 582 Dual Ignition Rotax
Power Plant
• AIr Speed Indicator
• HourMeter
• Altimeter
• C Type Gearbox
• Full Fairing and Spats
• The price is ex-factory in Australia

At last I couldjoin the other story tellers back at
the club house revelling in the glow qf a great day
offlying.

If you are about to purchase a new
microlight, ask these questions:
> Does the price include delivery in
Australia?
> Does the advertised price include the
standard options available as listed
above?
> Airborne have a huge stock of spares
to help keep your aircraft Airborne.
> Can you guarantee this standard of
service?
) What up front payments are required?
Buying an aircraft is not such a tricky
business; ask one of the
170 Edge owners out there.
Airborne are currently producing 6 aircraft
per month to order.
Secure a slot now with only a
$2000 deposit.
And if 3 weeks' notice of cancellation
of order is given. your deposit is
fully refundable.

Send for our brochure and video
for the full range of options available.

AirBorne WindSporis

Pty Ltd

22/30 Kalaroo Rd, Redhead NSW 2290
Ph: 049499 199, Fax: 049499395
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I had decided to nominate for the Canungra Classic just a bit too late
and found that I was outside the 70 pilot limit. I had convinced myself
that it didn't really matter as I wasn't quite up to competition standard
yet. Having committed to taking the time off work I decided to stay
around and help my club mates with "the best comp in the country", to
quote Drew Cooper.
Each day I would see everybody heading out for yet another brilliant
day of flying over some of the most breathtaking scenery (you can guess
that I'm a local Canungra pilot) thinking ''When am I gonna do it?" Then
I'd head off out to goal, sometimes hundreds of kilometres away by car,
have a few beers and pick up my pilots and gliders and head back home,
still thinking ''When am I gonna do it?"
During the comp I managed to sneak in the odd early flight as a Wind
Tech but excusing my arrival at the Bomb Out because I had to go and
get the car anyway.
I had been flying in the area for some time but only managed a 5 k
trip along the ridge to an alternate landing . Never really getting away and
never getting higher than 3500 ft.
Then came what I had decided was the day when it would all come
together.
I had just helped in the most efficient competition launch ever seen
at Beechmont. The sight was inspiring. 70 competitors including all the
Legends sharing the same airspace. At one stage it seemed like they were
all in the one thermal.
Conditions were great and the guys from Airborne had arranged for
me to test fly a Blade 141.
I waited till the ridge was less congested and took my place on launch.
TIle only tiling missing was a driver but just as I was getting ready,
our much esteemed editor (Marie) stepped in to lend a hand.
Now there was nothing stopping me so I launched and witIlin about
15 minutes I was at 4000 ft and called our super helpful Launch Director
(Wayne) who had offered me the benefit of his ten years local flying
experience. At last I was heading "Over The Back at Beechmont".
I called again over the next ridge (Flat Top) and was again above
4000 ft. It all seemed too easy as I pulled the VG on again and cruised
out to the next ridge (WiUlerin) and casually called Marit! to report my
height at 6000 ft. I actually had to pullout before I broke tile height limit
set at 6500 ft for the period of the Classic .
With Ule car safely back in town I now had Ule assistance of another
local (Stuart) who was also free flying over the competition course that
day. TogeUler we made it past the first Ttu11 Point and found a safe landing
WiUI a group of oUler pilots some 36 kilometres from our lalUlch at
Beeclunont. At last I could join the oUler story tellers back at Ule club
house revelling in the glow of a great day of flying . @
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Reprinted from Cross Country Aug/Sept '94

me and my

llGH1MA 1E
by LARRY TUDOR

Effective use of the Trimble Flightmate Pro
CPS in Competition and X-C Flying

M

y first experience with a GPS in competition
was at the "Meeting Monte Grappa" in Bassano
last spring. This was my first competition in
Italy and I was not familiar with the area. It caused much
excitement that I was the only one flying with GPS.
Photographers from all the magazines wanted shots of
me programming the unit.
The first day almost everyone went down at the first
turnpoint, including myself. There was some relief by the
pilots that my secret weapon did not help me and I was
asked if I was still going to fly with it. I smiled and aid
"Of course."
During the following round s the GPS gave me the
confidence to fly ahead of the pack with no worries about
becoming lost. I still had to follow the mountains and lift,
as everyone, but did not waste any concentration on
navigating.
In the final round the Trimble paid for itself. As I was
returning from the last turn point toward goal the GPS
was showing me I was getting a 13/1 glide between
thermals. As I climbed in a weak lift near Monte Grappa
launch I realized it might be possible to glide to goal
from there. I switched to the Vertical Navigation Screen
and continued climbing until it showed I had goal on a
1011. I could not see goal - which was 12 km away - as I
left the thermal and visibility was 2 km and hazy. The
GPS kept me on course within a few degrees and I
arrived at goal with enough altitude to burn it in.
The pilots who were with me in the last thermal
watched me disappear in the haze and continued down
range for 2 more thermals and arrived 20 min. later. My
glider was already packed up and on the car. I finished
4th in the contest, I point ahead of Tomas Suchanek.
The following are so me techniques I would like to
share to help anyone with a GPS.
COMPETITION
Entering Contest Way Points
When naming the turnpoints leave a space before the
first letter so you can insert a number later. If you have a
task with multiple turn points you can go back and insert
a I for start, 2 for the next turn point, etc. The software
will look for the numbers first and it will be easy to
change turn points in the air.
I like to enter the altitude for goal at least 300 ft higher
than actual. This gives me some safety margin on final
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glides and helps account for inaccuracies due to selective
avai lability. (Military skewing of the GPS signal).
If you cannot visit the waypoints to fix the position
you have other possibilities to enter coordinates. The
longitude and latitude can be taken off almost any map.
You can also measure the distance and direction to the
waypoint and it will calculate the position for you.
If you happen to be unlucky enough not to make goal
you can always amuse yourself by storing your
competitors' position as you drive toward goal. The
days of placing a pin at headquarters are ending'
Position Quick Fix to Aid a Downed Pilot
By double clicking on the Direct To button (man
overboard feature) it is possible to mark the position on a
downed or injured pilot and perhaps aid his rescue.
If the downed pilot is not directly below you, enter his
position as an offset of your present position. For
example, set way point 2 miles and 180 degrees from
current position. The GPS will do the rest and calculate
longitude and latitude.
Marking Turn points and Coal Crossings
It is a good idea to take a position fix at the start and
finish line. When you take a position fix the exact time
and location with altitude will be saved. This is helpful if
the timers miss your time or confuse you with another
pilot. When the Flightmate Pro GPS is configured for
Greenwich "Zulu" time, when you save your position the
exact time is stamped to the position fix and if any
information is altered the message Data Modified
appears at the bottom of the screen . This makes it perfect
for verification in contests or setting records.

Judging Start Tarp Time
At the Sandia Classic in New Mexico, I was confused
at how to judge when to head for the start tarp. When I
left early I had to orbit in sink while waiting for the tarp.
If I left to late I would be playing catch-up to the pilots
with better timing.
[ had the time on my Flytec vario, on my watch and on
the time screen of the GPS . None of these helped much
because they were difficult to access and each day had
different wind conditions. -Then I realized the Estimated
Time of Arrival (ETA) on the Nav screen would tell me
exactly when to leave to arrive at the start tarp at the
moment of opening.
It was so simple. Set the start tarp as the way point. If
start was at I :30 fly around as normal until the Estimated
Time Of Arrival (ETA) shows I :30 p.m. and you would
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arrive over the tarp exactly on opening. The GPS will compute
your time based on ground speed and distance and this wi ll be
accurate for any wind speed or direction.

Trip Computer
Quick and Easy Wind Speed and Direction
The Trimble has a feature for calculating wi nd speed and
direction, but it is not easy on a hang glider. The easiest and
most accurate way to fig ure wind speed is to reset your trip
mete r when entering a thermal and pausing the trip meter
before leaving the thermal. This wou ld give a reading accurate
to one degree and one tenth of a mile per hour.
After a month of flying in Hobbs, it appeared the GPS would
give a wind reading within one mi le an ho ur at several intervals during the day. I was also getting the identical information as the sailplane pi lots who used GPS.

Final Glide
Final Glide UD
In the Vertical Information Screen of the Flightmate Pro you
have your glide remaining to your goal. This is very helpful in
deciding when to exit your last thermal and to also to judge
your glide real time. An excellent feature on the new
Flightmate Pro is it display's the descent rate that you need to
reach goal. Thus if you are flying 50 mph and your sink rate on
your vario 400 fpm the GPS will prompt you to fly faster or
slower.
judging Real Time UD
One of the greatest values the GPS has is the ability to give
you real time LID. Below is a table which to refer to which
will give you your exact real time LID because if you know
your ground speed and sink rate, you can calculate you glide
angle.

Ground Speed MPH
Sinkrate

50
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

10
20
17.6 35.3
8.8 17.6
4.4 8.8
2.9 5.9
2.2 4.4
1.8 3.5
1.5 2.9
1.3 2.5
1.1 2.2
1.0 2.0
0.9 1.8

30
52.9
26.5
13.2
8.8
6.6
5.3
4.4
3.8
3.3
2.9
2.6

40
70.6
35.3
17.6
11 .8
8.8
7.1
5.9
5.0
4.4
3.9
3.5

50
88.2
44.1
22.1
14.7
11.0
8.8
7.4
6.3
5.5
4.9
4.4

60
105.8
52.9
26.5
17.6
13.2
10.6
8.8
7.6
6.6
5.9
5.3

70
123.5
61 .7
30.9
20.6
15.4
12.3
10.3
8.8
7.7
6.9
6.2

80
141.1
70.6
35.3
23.5
17.6
14.1
11.8
10.1
8.8
7.8
7.1

Cross Checking Altitude On Final
The GPS needs to receive 4 satellites for altitude calculations and sometimes the altitude information will not update
with the position information. This gives you the impression
your glide is improving toward goal. In the Vertical Information Screen is the altitude that should be cross referenced to
your altimeter. I like to enter the altitude for goal as 300 feet
higher to give a margin for error and to allow crossing goal
with enough altitude to set up a safe approach.
ETA For Informing Goal Keepers Of Crossing Time
With the Estimated Time of Arrival it is easy to report to
goal keepers when you are going to cross.
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CROSS COUNTRY
Range And Bearing For Quick Driver Into
One of the best methods for informi ng yo ur driver of your
location is to relay Range and Bearing. Simply reset one of the
Trip Meters at the start point and the "Good" (Great Circle
Distance) screen will read out your distance and di rection.
Consequently if your driver has a GPS or is competent wi th a
map they can know whether they are ahead or behind you and
which side of the road you are.
The other benefit of the Distance Made Good is you can
know real time exactly how far cross country you have gone.
On long record fl ights you will know early if you average
speed is enough to complete the record before dark.

SETUP ON THE GLIDER
Bracket And Placement
The Trimble comes with a clip and yoke mount. The clip can
easily be pop riveted to a Flytec bracket to mount securely on
your base tube.

BaHery
The battery pack that comes with the unit uses four M
batteries. This is good for about 6 hours on "Power Save" mode
that is 4 second update. I have found this pack to be anemic at
cold temperatures and I prefer having one second update. I use
a 12 volt battery 2.3 amp hour rechargeable battery that is supplied by LeaTec in San Diego, California. It is the same battery
commonly used for cellular telephones . I mount this on the
basetube with the GPS . The is also useful after I land because I
can use it to power my radio to 5 watts.
NEW Q N THE HORIZON
Differential CPS
There exists a method to defeat the selective availability (SA
or skewing) known as differential GPS. Basically a receiver or
base unit which has a known precise location calculates the SA
and rebroadcasts to compatible GPS receivers. This can assure
accuracy to within one meter.
A company named DCI is marketing a small pager device
that is connected to a GPS with a cable and receives a signal
that is sent out on a sideband frequency on a local FM rad io
station.

Variometers Combined with CPS
There are many variometer manufacturers who are now
working on the next generation of vario that will be integrated
with a GPS receiver. The advantages will be many. With a
simple formula speed to fly could be calculated exactly and
independent of the type of glider you fly. Wind speed and direction could be instantly available, greatly aiding landing
safety.
Barographs could store location besides time and altitude. If
integrated into existing moving map software you could have a
visible representation of your flight. Databases of house
thermals or cross-country routes could be stored on computer.

CONCLUSI O N
Of all the instrumentation available the GPS offers the greatest amount of useful information. Imagine having access to
billion s of dollars of technology and hardware for under
US$900.00.
GPS will also prove to be an important safety device to give
rescue crews your location in case of emergencies or mark the
location of other pilots who land out or crash.
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A Tour Highlight
My Story
by Phil Woodyatt

" Wooden one you copy L' horrune ?"
" Go ahead L' horrune "
" I'm going to land where we landed the
day we flew from Mazurka"
" Ok dude. If you get something, try to
make the lake. I'm packing up on a grassy
patch."
" Ok Woody, but I haven't given up yet."
" Ok mate - call me if you land, over."
Ten Minutes Later:
" L'horrune where have you landed??? "
Pause

" I am at 11,000 screaming up: 1500 +
fpm. "
" B#@%!" (NOT TRANSMITTED)
Mark Madden alias L' horrune d' orange
saved from 300 feet (agl) 90km from the Horseshoe launch, crossed the Owens valley onto the
Whites to reach goal at "James" (165 km) with
10,500 agl.
His years of flatlands flying paid off.
This to my mind was the save of the tour,

,,~

with a 70 km+ reward and some
amazing air. Mark
experienced a 360
degree thermal induced yaw turn,
whiting out at 16,600
and convergence
over goal that helped

PROFESSIONAL

SAIL REPAIRS
PH/FAX (049) 499 222

Wingtech Pty Ltd
U8/30 KALAROO ROAD , REDHEAD NSW 2290

hirnsffiyinthearrfurL---------------------------------------~

6.5 hours.
My fIrst taste of the Owens carried me 95
kms from Horseshoe to Bishop and although it
was specfficular 40+ degrees in the desert (valley floor), there was snow at 14,000.
The Sierras don't often give you trrne to
admITe the "on top of the world" view with
punchy " bowel - moving " thermals to 1600+
fpm and equally big sink in between.
I thought "to s#@% one's self' was just an
expression , without a literal meaning -WRONGI!
The ~ d7~ tour both socially and in terms of flying experience was

great, with pilots of all levels achieving Personal Bests e.g. disffince, trrne, margariffis in
one hour, etc! !
Before the tour I was like a kid waiting for
Xmas. Equipped with 69 hours (15 XC), psyched by big air stories from the Stanwell old
guard, and a "Desrre " to get high, I embarked
with cautious enthusiasm just 15 months after
my fIrst soaring flight at Sffinwell with the Vibe
man!!!
21 flying hours later I am already thinking
toward new challenges in 1995.
Watch OUT !! @)

______________________________________________________________________')F

This year's Flatlands will be over a totally foreign area.
A vast flat plain that stretches to the horizon in all directions. Great XC potential
but you've got to be able to naVigate around the course in the quickest time.
It's obvious that the GPS will get l,Jou around bl,J the shortest route and best of all l,Jou'll know
exactlv where vou are at all times . No more frustrated pick-up drivers.
It won't be just an opti on to flV with a GPS, but a necessitv!
The Eagle School of Hang Gliding, in conjunction with Global Star (one of Australia's leading
importers of GPS units) is offering special deals to hang glider pilots purchasing a GPS.

Come and test fly the Trimble Flightmate Pro.

The Eagle School of Hang Gliding also offers a total package in aerotowing and
ground towing instruction.
From Novice to Advanced cross country competition skills, Eagle School of Hang
Gliding will get you there.

EAGLE SCHOOL OF HANG GLIDING
(057) 55 f724 OR (Of8) 57 Of68

--

.~

. --

---- --

OLO.AL

GLOBAL STAR GPS (PETER TERRErr) (03) 894 3899
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New Product - Headsets for
hang & paragJiders

N orthem N SW Region
No nominations were received after the
notice placed in September's issue. Whether it
was due to lack of interest or tllllt the members
are happy with the current committee, we do
not know! Hopefully it is the latter.
In view of this the current committee will
remain for a fwther year's term.

Canungra Classic Results
A Grade
1 Rick Duncan
2 Geoff Tulloch
3 Drew Cooper
4 MikeZupanc
5 Justin Beplate
6 PhilBeck
7 Stephen Gilmour
8 Mark Newland
9 Atilla Bertok
lO=Jon Durand
lO=Steve Blenkinsop

5721
5642
5377
5200
5133
5099
4830
4736
4674
4490
4490

B Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Glen McLeod
4667
Bernie Gonsalves 3823
Gordon Bieske
3541
Steve Ruffels
3322
Tony Knight
3172
Tony Giarnmichele 3142
Scott Jones
3015
Peter West
2902
Stephen Gemmel 2870
Troy Horton
2828

Aerial Pursuits is proud to announce the
availability
of its
new MicrophoneflYIT/Speaker system for use by hang
glider and paragliderpilots with most hand held
Ulll'NHF radios.
The AP system includes a well-shielded
microphone on a boom which may be clipped
or velcroed to most helmets (fittings supplied).
Instead of a speaker inside the helmet, a small
box with a speaker is attached to the shoulder
strap of the pilot harness·. This has proved very
effective in real-life trials.
The system includes a fmger-mount PIT
about the size of a 5 cent piece. The lead can be
routed up the pilot sleeve, so transmitting is as
simple as pressing thumb and forefmger together.
A special feature, designed for the towing
pilot, is the Timed Transmit feature. By pressing a button on the speaker box, the unit will
enter transmit mode for a pre-set time interval,
from 15 seconds to just over a minute. The time
can be adjusted using a screwdriver. Tbis removes the need to remember to turn off your
transmitter after a tow. In addition, pressing the
fmger PIT button cancels the timed transmission early if required. No battery is necessary.
Aerial Pursuits is offering an introductory
price of$85 for the first 10 units sold. After this,
the units will retail for $100.
For more information contact John
Reynoldson on 03 5970527. Dealer inquiries

OK.

•Notes: I . Kits are available for pilots with
full-face helmets for fitrnent inside the helmet.
2. VOX capability may also be available by
publication time.
Trike Products
New Product 1

Attention! !
All Trike PUots & Students
Ifyou haven't got a copy of
Sky Cycles' Weight Shift Aircraft Training Program, read on!!
This program is a CAA approved study program, especially
written for trike students and instructors.
It is designed to be used as a self-study course, taking you from your
first TIF flight, right through to your unrestricted licence.
Practice Exams, with answers, are supplied for Rules of the Air
Basic Aeronautical and Extended Operations.
'
Instructors: this manual will make your techrllq ue easier and
your students'learning more comprehensive.

Video Available
For your copy, phone us at

Sky Cycles, 14 Northern Ave,
~entone,"ic. 3194
Phone: 03 587 5975
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Worried about all
the 582 engine failures? We now have a
cheap and accurate
method of checking
bearing wear and actually predicting and
therefore preventing
failure. Developed by
Cyclone, it can measure wear in both cylinders in about 5
minutes. You can do
this at 5 or 10 hourly
intervals , and log
bearing clearance.
Once bearing tolerance is outside acceptable limits, wear
increases rapidly and
failure will soon occur. This product is a

must for any serious pilot or Rotax mechanic.
It will measure 447, 462 and 503582 engines.
Phone or fax us for a full spec sheet.
New Product 2
Cyclone also have a prop balancer available. It comes with the balance weights. You
can balance a prop in a few minutes and rebalance it every time it goes out with minimum
effort.
Phone or fax us for a full spec sheet. Sky
Cycles Pty Ltd 03 587 5975 , fax 03 587 5976.

1995 Prime Ministerial Women
and Sport Awards
These Awards recognise exemplary initiatives and programs which provide special sUiF"
port for the participation of women and girls in
all facets of sport.
Participation in this Federal Government
initiative will help to provide examples of ways
in which other individuals and groups in the
community can further develop women's and
girls' opportunities in sport.
Nominations for these awards are now
open and further information can be obtained
from Skysailor or HGFA.

Posters
Copies of Adam Hunt's evening flight over
Stanwell Park are still available. There are no
trike posters left, sorry!
For the posters please send $1 for each
poster plus $4 to cover posting and packing to
Skysailor PO Box 40 I Alstonville NSW 2477.
Please note that the size of tlle posters is
~xactly the same as the Sky sailor centrespread
ieA3.@
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SOME IMPORTflttT COttSTITOTIOttflL
CHflttGES
By Kieran Tapsell

A t the recent A GM the HGFA Board proposed
to put to the members some Constitutional amendments. These changes are important matters
which have arisen out of some recent events.
Members Entitlement
Clause 3.2 of the Constitution provides that one of the benefits of
membership is 12 months insurance. However, there are many short term
members of the Association who are not entitled to 12 months insurance
because their membership only lasts for 4 months. To remove this
anomaly, the Board has recommended that the following change be made.
Clause 3.2
Delete the words "and appropriate Liability Insurance coverage for a
period of 12 months from the time of application or renewal" and
substitute: "and existing Liability Insurance coverage from the time of
application or renewal. "

Disciplinary Matters
In a recent discip1inary matter, it was suggested that the clause as

originally drafted did not authorise the HGFA Disciplinary Tribunal or
Appeal Tribunal to suspend or cancel a licence. In my view this interpretation of our present constitution is not justified. However, in order to
remove any debate about the matter, the Board has agreed that this
amendment should be proposed to the members.
Clause 5.3.1 should be deleted and the following substituted:
"Cancel, suspend, vary or impose conditions on any Certificate,
licence, endorsement or privilege granted by the Federation."
From my own point of view, having an effective disciplinary structure
is essential if we are to keep control of the sport, and away from the
bureacracy, whose effectiveness has been the subject of recent question.

Legal Liability
There has been recent concern expressed by Safety Officers about
one of their number being sued by a pilot injured in a mid air collision.
It is not clear as to the precise basis upon which he has been sued. The
end result has been that a number of safety officers have resigned. Safety
officers are an important part of accident minimisation and preservation
of sites. It is important that they be given the best protection that is
available. For tlus reason it is proposed that the following new sections
be included in the Constitution to limit the liability of safety officers and
others involved in the control of hang gliding to whatever amount can be
recovered under the HGFA Insurance policy.
The proposed amendments are as follows:

ONSHORE PARA GLIDERS
CHALLENGER C
Demanding performance forthe arrJJitious pilot - low rrinimum sink rate, hifll trim speed,
large speed range 'With flat fYJlar curve due to a special speed system and easy handling
make the CHALLENGER C an exceptional paraglider for XC and competition flying.
CHALLENGER C for experienced pilots,
challenging cross country fliglts and competitions.
COMPACT
Latest development in the new Advanced-intermediate class 'With elegant look. Convincing
appearance and ever simple launching characteristics besides uncritical fliglt behaviolIS typical PRO DESIGN features. "Hifll performance is no more a privilege forcompetition pilots!"
COMPACT - the syrriJiosis of fun, know-how and brilliant performance.
For the ambitious reaeational pilot.

CHALLENGER CLASSIC
A firmly poofed conception of Intermediate Class Glider fills 'With enthusiasm! ~II
•
balanced and simple characteristics with attractive performance. A special and easy to
handle speed system extends the speed range efficiently and comes as standard.
CHALLENGER CLASSIC - for ne'NCOmers as well as reaeational pilots who search for
stressless pleasure in fliglt.
Huge range of demonstration, used and superseded canopies at prices starting from $800!

GARRY STEVENSON
10 Cantala Drive, Jan-juc, Vic, 3228, Phone 018351389 BH, AHIFax 052616555
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase •••
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8.13

Every member agrees that on becoming a member of the Federation, their right to seek compensation against any officer, agent,
employee, instructor, safety or duty officer of the Federation or
its affiliated Clubs, competition organiser and any person who is
also acting in a supervisory or administrative capacity in the
contol of hang gliding ("the defendants") is limited (so far as this
is permitted by law) as follows:
8.14 If any member suffers personal injury (including death) or damage to property, while
8.14.1 participating in hang gliding or
8.14.2 any activity associated with hang gliding, including, but not
limited to towing or being towed, assisting in launch or landing,
and,
8.14.3 a cause of the injury or damage was the negligence of or breach
of other obligations imposed by law on any of the defendants
then the liability of the defendants is limited to:
8.14.5 the extent to which the defendants are entitled at law to an
indemnity for such liability under any Insurance Policy held by
the Federation ("the policy").
8.14.5 the amount which the Insurer is obliged to pay under the policy ,
or, in the liquidation of the Insurer, the amount which the
defendants can recover, whichever is the lesser.
8.15
If the defendants or any of them are not entitled at law to an
indemnity for whatever reason, the liability of the defendants not
covered by the policy is nil.
8.15 Every member agrees that this limitation of liability applies after
the person making the claim ceases to be a member of the
Federation.
It is important to understand what the amendment is not doing.
It is not limiting the right of members of the public who are injured

BIDGEE BEACH
CAMPING GROUND
HAY NSW

~711

••••••

SWIMMING + FlSHI .... G + BOATING
BEAUTIFUL SANDY BEACH

All sites YVith JX:>'tIVer anci vvater
For vans and tents
Hot Shower df1d Toilet Block

• • • • • •

by hang glider pilots from taking proceedings for compensation. Nor is
it limiting the amount they can recover to the amount of insurance cover.
It would not be possible to limit hang glider pilot's liability in this way
as they are not members of the HGFA.
It does not remove the liability of a safety officer for any injury caused
to another pilot, caused through the safety officer's negligence. What it
does is to limit the amount which can be recovered from the Insurance
Company under the HGFA policy. That policy is for $5m, which should
be enough to cover even the most serious accident.
It does not remove the right of any member to take legal proceedings
against another member for, say a mid air collision. Nor does it limit the
negligent pilot's liability for the amount of the policy. This limitation only
applies to safety and duty officers and those involved in helping other
people to enjoy hang gliding safely.
What it does mean is that if for some reason or another the Insurance
company is not liable to pay under the policy, for example, because of
some non disclosure of accident history, the safety officer will not have
to bear any liability at all.
The effect of the changes to the Constitution is to provide that each
pilot who is a member agrees that the basis upon which any safety officer
can be liable is as set out in the Constitution . If, for any reason, you are
entitled to sue a safety officer for any injury, the amount of damages will
be limited to the actual amount which the safety officer is entitled to
receive by way of indemnity under the Insurance policy.
The Board considers that if we are to encourage pilots to become
safety officers, then it is essential that they be given the maximum
protection that we can give. The proposal is a reasonable one, bearing in
mind that safety officers are volunteers who are prepared to undertake
tasks which are often thankless. I can only suggest that you vote for these
amendments. ®

By Garnett Hill

Here "You" stand, waiting ..., waiting ... , waiting
for the moment,
the right moment when the wind is right
waiting, right, right moment, waiting, wind,
moment, waiting for the clear,
the call, call clear, the call comes ... "clear".
Heart pounding, legs, legs heart, rhythmic,
rhythmic pounding.
Run, race, race, run, speed, gain speed,
closer to edge, closer, growing closer ever
closer
ground, feet, edge, feet on ground
NO! No, no, no,
No more ground, sky, sky. .. , sky. ..

SKY II
Your Hosts:

DIck and Maureen McCoro1lck
""RANMORE"

Phone 069 931180
2 Z KM EAST OF HAY
S7VRT HIGHWAY
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Free, freedom, freeness, no more, no more,
no more ground, fly free, bird, fly free, free like
a bird.
Flying free like a bird.
Higher.. . Higher... Soar Higher ever Higher.
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THE BIG
ROTOR
HAMMER
by Pete MuJJet.
Rotor. Every hang glider pilot is familiar
with the word and I'm sure most will have full
understanding of its meaning. Many will have
experienced it under various conditions and
circumstances. However, I believe few will REALLY appreciate its capacity to maim and kill
unless they have personally experienced the
ferocity of a "big rotor harruner!"
Whilst participating at the NSW State Titles, 1 was personally trashed by a big rotor
which resulted in a severely broken right upper
arm. While 1 lay there with numbing pain, I
thought of the late Paul Geissler who lay in pain
for many hours and fInally died due to his
injuries, having experienced a similar event.
A severe rotor is just like a big invisible
hammer continuously pounding the ground,
just waiting for a poor unsuspecting hang glider
to fly under it so that it may drive you hard into
the ground. 1 understood this, however, now I
also really appreciate it too. 1 also know I will
be MUCH more observant in future, for the
factors affecting a rotor 's strength and location.
1 set up my landing approach to a large
clearing downwind of a tall stand of gum trees.
I knew there may be rotor and I assessed the
wind during the approach. I set up well back
from the trees, however in the wind shadow it
was as if there was no wind at all so my glide
took me further into the clearing than I anticipated. I had also under-estimated the wind
strength and the high ground speed falsely supported this notion so I prepared myself for a
light wind landing which was then only moments away.
Suddenly, without warning I was swept
up from ground level to approx. 30 feet then
~ck by a strong tailwind and down draught
which fully stalled the glider dropped the
nose and drilled me savagely into the ground
with wings level. This happened from ground
effect at trim speed with no pilot input (I was
JUst about to flare but had not yet put any
pressure on the uprights.)
I think my body impacted the ground flat
on my ~ont and, having examined tlle X-rays
and glIder damage (one bent upright!), belIeve that my arm was broken swinging
through the Aframe. 1 will always remember
seeing the ground rushing up very quickly
and thinkmg "s#@% , this is going to hurt!" I
was right too - my right humerus was then in
six pieces.
. I guess with 20/20 hindsight one might
think of all those reported nose-in teclmiques
of holding onto one upright or letting go all
together, etc. However it would have to be
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done instinctively. I did not have time to think
of "crash techniques", although now that I am
more experienced, I may think of it in future if
1 ever fmd myself in a similar situation. However, I will do much to ensure that I don ' t fmd
myself under the "hanU11er's" shadow again.
This is the purpose for my writing. I hope that
others may read this and try to visualise and
relate to my experience and really appreciate
the danger a rotor presents without having to
suffer any pain themselves.
Anyone who flies powered aircraft will
most probably be familiar with the effects of a
micro burst (a severe wind shear caused by
localised down draughts exiting the base of a
thunderstorm.) The physics of my accident
made me realise that rotor can effect a hang
glid~ in the same way. Although the strength
of wmd shear associated with rotor is less than
that of a micro burst, due to a gliders very low
speed and no power, the relative effect can be
far more severe than the effect of a micro burst
on a higher speed, powered aircraft.
An obstruction to the wind causes the air to
flow up and over, however, it is then deflected
downwards. When it reaches the ground the
airflow spreads, some in the original direction
of the wind and also some in the reverse direction, back towards the obstruction, creating a
tailwmd. In my situation, I would have flared
at approximately the position where the airflow
was being directed vertically downwards. This
must have been complicated by a strong gust
Hence, tlle initial sudden increase in wind
created lift (constant bar position/angle of attack with higher air speed = greater lift; therefore climb.) At the apex of the climb a strong
tailwmd was encountered fully stalling the
glider and then accompanied with the down
draught the resulting crash (high vertical
speed/zero air speed nose-in) was inevitable.
(Without a gust 1 would have simply nosed-in
from ground level - embarrassing, however no

"Suddenly, without
warning I was swept up
from ground level to
approximately 30feet ... "

big big deal!)
It should be remembered that the force of
wind increases with the square of the speed.
Therefore, if the gust doubles the wind speed
then the force is fourfold (i.e .. the "hanuner" is
four times as heavy when it hits you!) The other
effect of a gust is to shift the position of the
rotor, perhaps closer to you.
Once you are in the grip of a rotor, as
described here, there is nothing you can do to
avoid a crash - your fate is predetermined. Of
course, there are degrees of rotor and countless
variations to the situation and circumstances.
What is important is that you are aware of and
really appreciate the destructive force that a
rotor can possess. Therefore learn to recognise
thelr presence, be vigilant to judge their
strength and position and whenever possible,
partIcularly during landing, avoid them altogether. Believe me, if I've learnt anythirlg else
through this experience it is that "pain hurts!"
P.S. Soon after my accident a pilot well
within the National top ten ranking suffered
from almost identical circumstances as described above. However, he let go at the critical
moment and only suffered a dislocated shoulder - very painful unW it clicked back in! (SWI
a week off work and flying while attending
Phy~io t? repair the muscle damage.) So please,
don t think that this can only occur to novices.
It can and may happen
you unless you care
fully consider the elements in which you fly! @

to

Mine Hosts:
Mick and Pattie Kehoe

****

Sturt Hlgbway, HAY, NSW 2711
Ph: (069)933003. Fax (069) 931147

.35 Units
• Air-conditioned
• Spas in 2 Rooms
• Direct dial phones
• All queen size beds
• Childs Playground
• Swimming Pool
• Hay's newest motel
• Tennis Court
FLAG
• Video Hire
• NRMA Rates
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State, Club and Region News continued ...
Queensland

Townsville Hang Gliding
Association Inc
High guys and gals,
It's been quite a while since my last update but
then life is like that sometimes. You know,
business before pleasure. Club activities have
remained pretty consistent, perhaps even
picked up somewhat. We fly most weekends at
The Rock and have seen the latest novices
shaking in their harnesses as they stand there
buffeted by the wind waiting for that brief lull,
held down by 3 wireman. There have also been
weekend trips west for them to catch their first
thermals - and they did even though one or two
more experienced pilots didn' t! Unfortunately
a couple of these trips have been marred by
accidents with some bones broken - though not
by the novices. No, it seems to have been the
use of new equipment with it's subtle differences from the old and a little bad luck, which
have been the problem. Recoveries have been
full and those involved are back in the air.
After months, nay years of trying to open a
new site, Mt Stuart, we gave up. In the bureaucratic war we were told a final "NO" . Weeks
later we were asked to fly this site, not once but
twice, by those who had earlier denied us.
Sorry, no novices. Aaagh! But the more experienced had 2 great llights - great heights, great
manoeuvres, great landing areas and a great
display. Did I mention great take-offs? Well for
most it was their first vertical cliff launch and
somewhat awesome. But they all did O.K. Keep
watching Australia's Funniest Home Video for
proof.
Ethel team managed the Australian contin-

gent in Indonesia and flew a very creditable
15th himself. The Townsville team didn't disgrace themselves at Gillies last weekend and
there are some very keen pilots coming through
the ranks quite quickly, thanks to us now having
a regular site that is almost always on. And so
it is with a heavy heart that I say goodbye to the
Townsville club as I head into the outback in
search of crocodiles and blonde American reporters. After 2 years here and a great increase
in experience if not airtime, life has taken an
unexpected and exciting twist. It's a good little
club and I look forward to flying with the gang
on their trips out west in the future. Perhaps it's
this heavy heart that has caused me to bomb-out
more tlllill most, and I need a bigger glider. Or
maybe I'll miss those treks through the bush to
launch, with 70 Ibs on my shoulder, or the
walking into spider's webs, or twisting my
ankle in rabbit holes - also the before, during
and after thrill and the camaraderie of it all. I'll
still get a few flights every year but there's no
club where I'm going and I'll miss that. Thanks
to all at THGA, it's been fun. See you on those
trips west.
Regards,
Robin Dawson
Secretary (Ex)

Garry Higgins

Gladstone Hang Gliding Club
Members of the Gladstone Hang Gliding
Club have been flying some reasonable distances lately. Over the last few months flights
up to and over 50 km have been flown every
weekend. Flying conditions in our area during
the cooler months Illive been the best seen for
several years. One good reason for living in
Queensland.
Our club competition closed in June with
Andrew Atkinson being presented at our AGM
with the eagle trophy for the best open distance
of 155 km (Marlborough to Blackwater). This
flight and others also gave Andrew the Cross
Country League I st place trophy with Steve
Genunell coming in 2nd with severaillights of
up to 70 km.

New ramp under construction at Miriam Vale site
for the Gladstone club - p G Higgins
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petition will be held on the weekend 24125
September at Marlborough. At this stage Gladstone has the upper hand, following our win at
Mt Helens earlier this year.
Negotiations are still under way to endeavour to lift our height restrictions at our closest
take off at Scrubby Mt. Craig Worth has been
given the particulars and in his position as
"Operations Manager" for the HGFA is negotiating with the CAA to assist us with this exemption. We hope some satisfactory solution can be
worked out with the CAA as the site has the
potential for some excellent cross country distances.
We have been visited by several pilots travelling through and they were quite impressed
with our sites. Anybody wishing to fly these
sites please don't hesitate to call in and you'll
fmd someone is always willing to fly. Our
numbers are in the front of Skysailor.
Till next time,
Good flying everybody.

After negotiations
with the Forestry Department, we obtained
permission to construct
a ramp at our Miriam
Vale site. Which was
completed in August
and is a considerable
improvement to the
safety of this site.
The interclub competition between Gladstone and the Capricom
Skyriders (Rockbampton) have proved to be
interesting fly-ins. The
conclusion to this com-

Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
Well this month has been a bit slow on the
flying, mainly due to weather conditions chopping and changing on the day.
On Saturday 8t1l October we had our
monthly club meeting at the Villanoosa Hotel.
Although the attendance was down the meeting
itself was a huge success. Those who attended
noticed Craig Worth walk in about halfway
though their meal, tllen just before we got the
meeting up and running who else was to slip in
the back door but Steve Moyes. Once official
business had finished it was tile club's chance
to bombard Craig with all they ever wanted to
know about the workings of the HGFA. This
was quality time to say the least, most of the
pilots had something to ask or to say to Craig.
Steve started out by showing a couple of
videos on Glider Testing and the World's, before answering his fair share of questions. The
night was very entertaining and most educational , and the club is most thankful for Ulese
guys making the extra effort up to the Slmshine
Coast for the meeting.
Also at the meeting we did the big unveiling
of our new "T" Shirts. We have a new club logo
on the front and a great new print on the back.
Quite a few members had inputs on both the
logo and print, both of which proudly display
the Glass House MOWltainS. The "T" shirts sell
for $20.00 and polo shirt $25 .
Getting on to the flying side of things -
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some worth while flights this month worth
mentioning are; first of all Pat Roberts' flight at
Mt Widgee. Pat took off and encOlUltered sink
until she was just about at the bomb out, then
bang, there was Pat cranking and banking her
glider straight to 3000 ft. Although this isn't
usually such a great feat, Pat is only learning to
thermal and the way she was banking on SlUlday she has for sure slipped a couple of levels.
Nick Gahan brushed the cobwebs of his glider
last weekend flying some 26 km. Let's hope he
keeps going right through summer.
Anyone who sees or hears of any good
flights worth mentioning, let us knOw.
Not forgetting the Rainbow Beach comp
this Christmas. One good idea is for all you
towing pilots to bring your tow bridles along,
so once you bomb out on the beach we can tow
you back up.
Have a good month
Graeme Hall, President

New South Wales

Byron Blurb
The winter months have passed and it's
been very hot lately; it's so dry even here on the
coast
The flying has been good. Lennox and The
Cape have been very consistent this month. If
you're coming up this way and want to fly at
Lermox Head, please make sure you contact
one of the safety officers or call me (S.S.O.
Peter) on 015257699 or 066 853 358.
You will need to have an Intermediate rating with a lot of coastal hours and a UHF radio.
Lermox takes NNE-N 18-25 mph. At Byron
Bay itself you can fly at Tallows SSE-ESE
12-25 mph. It gets crowded nowadays but it's
worth flying here if it's on. Wire assistance is
mandatory. J2Ql:::LI try to launch there alone.
Crossing to the east face is Advanced only or
very good Intermediate under Radio Supervision.
See ya soon'

Great Lakes Hang Gliding Club Inc
Hi there all you fellow airheads. We here in
the Great Lakes are hoping you're all getting
some good air time and staying safe.
Well it's getting close to that time of year
when some of us get to have a few weeks off
(unfortunately not me) to go flying at every
opportunity and no doubt as has happened in
previous years, some of you might pay us a
visit.
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If you are planning a visit here try making
it up the weekend of26-27 November, as that's
when our armual Fly-in Party is. This year we
will be holding our AGM as well but don't
panic, EI President Jim says '/2 hour tops to
elect office bearers only - then its back to partying. And for all you loyal Great Lakes party
goers, we will be having a change of venue.
Steve Bailey has offered his humble abode
where we can all supp on some amber ale, or
fruit of the vine. Mind you, Iris wife Lyn wasn' t
there when he offered. We hope she's still
speaking to you Steve! The club is supplying
the snags, onions and bread at no cost - not bad
aye, a free feed. However drinks can be purchased by the can. If you have a big thirst you
might prefer to BYO.
The Party starts at 7.00 pm and the Fly-in
starts 10.30 am at Elizabeth Beach Surf Club same as last year. Let's hope for some great
weather! By the way we're after takers for the
Bar Benders Award as it has decorated my
house for long enough.
Now we know you're all to shy to nominate
yourself for this prestigious award so feel free
to dob in a friend. We don 't mind slight exaggerations on any W1SUspeCting pilot you do
decide to dob in. Letus know soon so it can stop
collecting dust on my shelf.
Must go, hope to see you all in November
Fly Safe, Steve Tinson

The season is finally upon us, willi several good flying days
being enjoyed over the
last few weeks.
There has been a
reasonable degree of
favourable flying conditions over the winter
to keep the diehards
happy, including a surprising number of
North
Easterlies,
which usually prevail
in the SUTnnler months.
Our club has also
been active in organising inland trips to sites
such as Mt Ovens near
Bathurst, Giro near
Gloucester, and aerotowing in the Capertee
Valley, with towing
provided by Bill
Moyes and Clive Gilmour.
Man y thanks to
those people who made
this flying smorgas-

bord possible.
The club elected a new Secretary (myself)
at our last meeting due to Ian Duncan being
otherwise committed on the evenings of our
meeting. Thanks Ian for your efforts on behalf
of the club.
The big news is that permission from Warringah Council has been obtained to hold The
Australian Hang Gliding and Paragliding Expo
at Dee Why Beach on Sunday NOVen1ber 27,
1994, which will be bigger and better than the
great day of the previous Expo we had in 1992.
This is subject to CAA approval, however
given the success, and incident free nature of
the previous event, we anticipate no problems
in this regard.
The event will COTnnlence from 10.00 am
onwards, to around 6.00 pm and will include
two aerobatic flying display sessions by factory
pilots from Airborne, Enterprise Wings and
Moyes.
There will be a large area set up for static
displays from the various manufacturers and
instructor schools, including a sailplane and
possibly the new Italian single seat helicopter
that was featured on television recently.
As well, there will be a market place, where
people can display related hang gliding or para
gliding equipment that they wish to sell.
It' ll be huge, so be there if you can.
MickPowell

Silent Flight
Learn to Hang Glide
In Canberra
Only three hours from Sydney
We operate seven days a week

Offering:
Introductory courses
Novice courses
Tandem l11StruCtionall:<lights
Towing Endorsements
Cross CotUltry Tours
Sales and Service
Demo equipment always available
Trade-ius Welcome

Tove and Grant Heaney
77 Pocket Avenue, Banks ACT 2906
Phone: (06) 2941466
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State,Club and Region News continued ...
Martin, Dave McLoskey, Glen Salmon., Ian
Duncan, Greg Kiehne, Mark Richards, Dick
HefTer and Bob Bentley also got away and all
got to goal. Trudie got there first but then tried
to fly back to Manila. Gary landed at goal first,
hence his earlier listing amongst the guns and I
apologise to anybody I may have left out
' ~~aJM
I didn't see Graham Smith in the goal padMonday JOth October Meeting
dock, but I did see his pin in the map indicating
The Manila Mug kicked off the meeting,
he was there. Remind me not to have a bet when
John Trude being press ganged into telling us
we next play golf!
all about it. Some pilots had gone up on the
The mug was won by Rick Martin I believe
Thursday evening to make a four day weekend
so well done Rick.
'
of it. The ~d was westerly and quite strong,
Bathurst was up next thanks to Greg Kiebut Bora IS renowned for its venturi effect at
hne. Flying Mt Ovens, a two wheel drive westtake off, giving the impression that the wind is
erly site which has been nicely cleared by tlle
a lot stronger than it actually is. They managed
guys from the State Forests Dept I believe. Mt
to get off and do about 40 km over the back.
<?vens is developing a reputation for being a
The good news was that Ian Westbrook
little rough out front, when the wind goes a little
intrepid pioneer of numerous sites has taken t~
northerly, so keep an eye on that Take off also
the air again after quite some time and it was
becomes a surprise when it's like that so it is a
good to see him back.
good idea to delay changing to prone until you
Saturday dawned with about 60 pilots for
are well clear of the hill.
the Mug . A quality field including Steve
The boys got a ridge soar out of it and
Moyes, Steve Gilmore, Dave McLoskey and
landed south of the highway to be entertained
Gary Omundsen were on hand to show us how
by an un-named Sting pilot who decided to lose
it is done.
height over the highway on the wrong side of
A really light westerly fooled us all into
the tree line into a 20 knot wind. Get the picsetting up on the western take off but is was
ture? He made it with feet touching the trees on
soon coming over the back and a good percentthe way in and a major information update as
age of pilots carried their kites over to the east
to the penetration abilities of his kite. 1m sure
side and took off. No sooner had they taken off
the experts on the ground consolidated that
when it came on again on the western take off
update just as soon as he landed.
which in effect got more pilots off quicker. Few
Dave Arundell covered a nice surprise at
people got up and nobody goaled. Graham
Blackheath. They had heard that it was on at
Smith it is rumoured, won the day.
Stanwell and headed for Blackheath. Hey???
Sunday was totally blown out and Manila
No, no bear with me ... On arrival at Blackheath
became Moochville. Manilla, is not quite Las
they found themselves facing a conversion and
Vegas in the ''things to do when it's blowy "
were high in no time at all . Some flew to
stakes, and we are a pretty useless lot when it's
Litllgow and landed at Hartley, but who would
not on, aren' t we chaps?
have picked it hey?
Monday presented a strong Westerly with
Ian Duncan and Dane Snelling were out
occasional lulls. Trude and gang set up like men
there trying to negotiate with the people who
possessed and copped the big negs from the
own tile landing paddock. They want $2000 a
more sensible who did not set up. I can now
year for us to land there. I apologise if you were
happily report that the more sensible looked
sipping hot coffee when you read that. I' m not
good on the hill from 5000 ft. John took the
sure of the outcome, but at least we know that
plunge and Gary Omundsen followed, Rick
the negotiations are in
capable hands. Good
luck boys.
Mark Hellier,
who "did not have
such a good time at
Manila", did have a
good time at Stanwell
last weekend . The
AERIAL TE9~NICS are seeking the services of an
wind was a little south
HGFA Certl.fled Hang Gliding Instructor, Tandem
but loads of pilots inEndorsed. With coastal experience over the summer
months With .the possibility of extending this period.
cluding Mark boated
AccommodatIOn can be arranged.
off to Bulli and back,
Please contact Chris Boyce
which is always a sutelephone (042) 942 545
perb way to kick off
facsinlile (042) 943 188
the season , tes t the

Sydney Hang Gliding Club
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Position Vacant
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new gear and build the confidence.
Bill had some news from his recent overseas tour of the States and Germany.
USA
Dave Adams returned to tile US after winning tile Spanish Nationals. He went on to place
8th m the US Nationals amongst some awesome opposition. Chris Arai won the event
It is looking like the Dragonfly will become
the default aero tow aircraft for the future with
huge interest starting to build in the US . For
those who have towed behind the Dragonfly, I
would guess that this news is not news at alL
Thomas Suchanek is back in Sydney in
November after numerous conquests overseas.
He will not leave until the 500 km open distance
record has been broken. He will be joined by
Bob Baier, tile Moyes new Gennan team member and otller pilots who will tow up behind tile
Dragonfly in the Hillston area again. I imagine
that by Christmas, the World distance record
will have been broken in Australia. It would be
nice if it were by an Australian and apparently,
if you feel you have what it takes, you will be
welcome to have a go.
Still on the Dragonfly, two have been delivered to Germany and featured in their Drachenflieger magazine. The Europeans are preparing
for the World Championships scheduled for
Forbes in tIrree years time. That's if they get
some bloody rain out tIlere!
Tomas Suchanek is now tile ' 94 European
ChampIOn. In a nail biting fmal round, Tomas
arrived at goal making his fmal glide with a
height of30 cm,just pipping arch rival Manfred
Rullmer at the post and winning the comp by
only 2 points! They had botll left the same
thermal 30 km from goal, Manfred higher than
Tomas and leaving first Tomas felt he was too
low. to make goal but had no choice but to go
for It when he spotted Manfred leaving. Hence
the 30 cm fmal glide. To give you an idea of tile
class oftllese two pilots, tIlere were two points
between them for fITst and second place and
then anotller 700 points down the list for third
place.
Finally, I give you Indonesia ... This is
destined to be a biggie. The Indonesians have
taken the Hang Gliding Comp seriously, with
Olympic style opening and closing ceremonies
special deals on Geruda for pilots and kites, n~
hassle customs clearance for pilots on arrival .
All that and a good competition to boot. The
meet was run by Ian Jarman, sponsored by the
Indonesian Hang Gliding Association and tile
purse was US$5000.00.
27 Australian pilots entered and Dave tile
Flash, Redman won tlle compo A very sp~cial
congratulations to Dave, not only for such a
swift recovery, but for such a convincing come
back.
And that folks is that. One man's meat is
another man's poison ... that saying is very true
when it comes to Fanners, Pilots and rain.
Have a cracking summer.
Greg Wilkinson

SKYSAILOR

Jeremy Richards launching at Teewah Beach, Sunshine Coast
photo by Bruce McDonald

Sydney Paragliding Club
Continuing with great roll ups at meetings,
the October meeting was no different, much to
the dismay of some Stanwell Park Club people
who admit that theirs are really quite poorly
attended in comparison.
Punters this month were treated to two excellent videos. The flISt, from Aussie Born
Danny Scott had many a petrol head scurrying
off to arrange higher credit limits on their Mastercards. TIle reason - the new DK backpack
motor that just about anyone can use and is as
light as feather (well, maybe a bag full of Albatross ones). The Jap made video showed some
novel teaching methods and plenty of lovely
JAL hosties having a great time buzzing arolllld
Mt Fuji. Homer gave one a go and looks like
being a convert except for Danny not being able
to offer the geisha girl tandem option. The
second video was a well produced club promo
tape that the Hippie brought back from Hong
Kong. Looks like a great place to go for stopover blast on the way to Europe, but bring your
walking boots - all the sites require a high
degree of fitness to get to .
Speaking of the Rainbow Hippie, or as he
signs himself now (twin) 'Cam' (with the hot
02 advantage), he returned from China with
tales of some brilliant flying and excellent
compo organisation - well worth a look next
time round.
Andy (1 don 't go to Raves) Howard kept
everyone spellbound with a short description of
his little Sunshine Coast cruise - only a 50 k
round trip, mostly witll no hands ! "Only 50
kms?" "Well 25 out and back ... and I had to do
a few turns now and then for some gap crossings ... " Sounds like boating along heaven to
me! The ladsat Sunshine PG are pretty cool too ,
so pay them a visit sometime when you're in
the area. Defmitely a candidate for the fly of the
month.
The meeting decided tllat the club's Chrissy
extravaganza should be held at the same time
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the recent Ry lstone tow weekend to the tune of
Low Level Lockout by that famous band the
Ground Loops. A substantiating pic snapped by
our right place at the right time secretary Rob
will appear by covert means in most publications.
Whoever said that you can' t do XC from
Blackheath obviously hasn' t tried. One recent
weekend that eIudedeven the most die hard
hangies had yours truly specking out well into
double figures and clocking up 35 kms (via
Lithgow) and 45 kms (to Oberon) into a cross
headwind, with 1600 ftlmin+ thermals. Needless to say the view was incredible and 1 could
see the smoke from Mitsi 's house-warming barbie in the distance. From all reports his and
Sarah's new abode was broken in by many a
punter with great comments about the superlative catering effort.
Word from our Bathurst spy is that the
Lower Blue Mountains HG Club have reactivated an old NE facing site at Tarana which
promises to be an excellent XC starting point.
A fair road to the top, 1000 ft vertical, and bomb
outs within para- gliding distance may make
this a premier site in the future.
That's it for this month. Next month' s news
will have full report on Team Sydney 's effort at
Not the Vic Open, an event which should be a
hoot for flyers and non flying spouses alike.
Until next time, fly safe,
Godfrey Wenness

as the Stanwell Park Club's one (Sunday 17th
Dec.) so as to benefit from the entertainment
already organised. It's likely that we will have
our own little BBQ at Lucy's in the park and
then trot off to the surf club later.
Stanwell has been offering some really
bubbly and convergy days recently providing
good height for making the crossings to Burning Palms and Mitchells. Twin Cam flying the
'Oh what a Feeling multicoloured Chooks
head' is claiming a height gain record on one of
these days; from almost bombing out
(20 m ASL) to 400
m ASL in a few
freak minutes .
These same conditions, though, make
for hairy top landIn the
Victoria's
ings at the end of the
alpine
country
finest
day
especially
when its turned NE.
Come and stay at a hostel operated by a
Just ask Barra Mike
pilot for pilots.
whose ankle took a
Comes with local site knowledge, AVFAX
disliking to a tuft 0 f
weather information, XC planning advice
east face grass.
and a radio base.
Spotted
at
Cooks Terrace on
Sky out during the day, then come and
the
Northern
relax and exchange your flying yarns with
beaches recently
pilots from all over the globe.
was father and son
The hostel is in the centre of town, opposite
' Team Judson' havthe PO. Look for the windsock at the top
ing a top time. J Jnr
end of town.
looked the full ballet star witll his epic
A night will cost you from $14 per person
top landing leaps.
(share). Our Frequent Flyer Plan can reduce
The crowds cheered
the cost even further! Twins and dorms.
as the Manilla vetBreakfast available from $2.75
eran kept the entertaining di s pla y
Contact Geoff or Maz White
rolling.
PO Box 67, Top Floor, 4 Ireland St
The first 'Aerial
Bright Vic 3741
Rap
Dancing
Tel: 057501244, Fax: 057501246
Award' goes to me
for a fme display at

Bright Hikers
Backpackers

Hostel

heart of

Mob: 018052793, UHF repeater #8
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State,Club and Region News continued ...
Lower Blue Mountains
Hang Gliding Club
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The September club meeting was attended
by about 20 people which was a good turn out,
and the relatively small meeting room was quite
crowded. Apart from the normal cut and thrust
of our democmtic debates and decision making
processes we had Craig Docherty to give us a
talk: and slide show of his experience in competition in Indonesia. Thank: you Craig.
The club had two separate flying trips organised over the October long weekend. One
went down to Tumut; the other up to Manilla
for the Mug. Five of our club members including myself went to Manilla and three of us
entered the compo 2 days out of the 3 were valid
competition days, and despite less than ideal
weather conditions some good flying was had.
The Royal Hotel, which was the HQ for the
comp, and where many of us stayed, deserves
a special mention as the food, accommodation
and hospitality was excellent. The Tumut group
flew on the Saturday and most of them spent
the rest of the weekend skiing as the weather
turned foul for hang gliding.
The following SWlday the 9th saw us out at
Penrith's quarry winch towing. This was the
fIrst time we had used the Quarry for some
months as the bulldozers had been active. The
fInal result of their work is that our effective
length has been increased fro 750 m to nearly

Noosa
and

Watts Bridge, SE Queensland

900 m. Best flights of that day go to Alan Bond
who reached 4000' and myself who reached
2700' . The wind was a fairly stiff sou' easter
which ruled out the possibility of going XC as
downwind took us straight into Richmond
ground level control zone and/or over the forested slopes of the lower Blue mountains, and
upwind penetration was minimal. The only real
possibility of XC from Penrith Quarry is in a
south-south-easterly direction and even then
you have to be careful
Over the weekend of the 15-16 October
some of our pilots will be heading down to
Rylstone to get their aerotow endorsements.
Also in the offering but with no set date is
a novice fly day where one or more of our
advanced pilots will take a group of our low
hour novices coastal flying at a suitable site to
et them some airtime. This is something that we
should do on a regular basis but which has
tended to fall by the wayside lately.
Our meetings are held on the last Tuesday
of each month at the Sportsmans Hotel, Kildare
Road, Blacktown starting 7.30 pm. New members are always welcome.
David Middleton, President

VICTORIA

North East Victoria
Hang Gliding Club
The valleys have been bountiful with their
lift these past few months. Fred (he must be on
steroids) Gungl has been doing some good
flights from Bright Hill to the Kiewa Valley and
back. Imagine how many laps around the valleys he would do if he had some bones in that
tea bag.
I've just packed my diver away after a trip
from Bright Hill over here to Mt Beauty. TIlen

an 5,000' days ago and a ridge soaring flight at
Bright Hill the day previous. Today, 15/10 was
a huge day at Bright Hill. When I looked back
to launch from Pyramid Hill there was a "huge"
column of multi coloured specs rising to 5000
agl. Some notable specs were Hugh Satchell, a
newcomer to the Club who increased his hours
by 25% with a I hour flight. Nice to do that
boating around at 5,000 ft in the cool alpine air.
Andrew Mull is clocking up the hours and must
be up in the twenties by now, but be careful
about trying too hard; scratching at the goldmine, or anywhere else for that matter Andrew.
Jeanette is having a bit of trouble keeping up
with the Desire on our XC jaunts, s'pose YOll
need to stuff that bar on the XL a bit harder
Jeanette.
A few of the guys have gone up into Central
NSW to chase some kms - hope to hear some
big tails when you get back. Eagle Steve is
doing a helluva job up at Canungra. Rumour
has it that the GPS says go to goal so he follows
the little arrow all the way to goal with increasing regUlarity. Will we see him blitzing at the
Bogong Cup? The Porepunkah air strip has
been a buzz with the sounds of Mark and Jason
tugging people off the ground and giving some
new trike students joy and ecstasy.
Spring has certainly sprung here in the valleys and heaven looks like paradise just at the
moment I reckon that wuess we get some
serious rain, it's going to be a great season. So
get your Bogong Cup entries in, cause its filling
up fast.
Safe circles
Dermot

Brian Braby readies for an aerotow at Tabu/urn, NSW
photo by Matt Co/bey

Microlight School
CAA Approved
Trike sales, Service & Instruction

Accommodation available
TuIHon 7 days

fJ30b SUVeTj CjJ
Joanne Murar
(074) 491141; 018 708551
PO Box 82, Noosavil/e Qld 4566
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On a more serious note; a reminder to all
UlOse pilots wishing to fly Landscape UUs season - you must be a current fmancial member
will be removed from the club listing and severely frowned upon. Now you wouldn' t want
that would you? So you have until the end of
November to maintain your position on "till:.
~" .

Unknown pilot at Ben Nevis - photo Tania Bennett

Eastern Hang Gliding
Club Inc

Well the weather hasn' t been too kind to us
down here oflate, but I have the feeling that it's
all going to change very shortly with everyone predicting a long hot summer. lllat's
good news for those of us that commit ourselves to the whims of mother nature's aerial
magic ... not so terrific for the poor farmers
whose ravaged land we blissfully fly over and
land in.
Speaking of mvaged land, Eastern 's towing weekend organised for the 22nd and 23rd
of September proved to be quite a challenge
for the bmve few that rolled up. The wind
rarely got below 20 mph with occasional
gusts to 30 mph+ and there were some quite
wicked dust devils creating their usual havoc
barrelling down the strip. Never-Ule-Iess a
few pilots got out of the paddock willi Joel
Rp.becci flying to the other side of Swan Hill
(arowld 75 lans) for llie best flight of llie
weekend. On one of the days when the wind
had calmed to around 25 mph(!! ) Harry Summons flew 45 lans just topping out in one
lliermal! Future towing weekends will be orgcuused culd hopefully conditions will be
more suitable for a wider rculge of skill levels
oilier than crazy culd suicidal!
Whilst on the matter of towing , the club
voted to purchase a static towing system culd
is now the proud owners of a Dennis Cummings electronic gauge and 2000' of line on
a hose reel (it's no real hassle to wind in
especially if you' re Ule one who 's disappeared a long ways downwind - extm incentive to go cross country!). The system will be
lent to members for a nominal fee of $1 0 to
cover wear and tear an d any breakages. Members wishing to borrow ilie system must have
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their tow endorsement. Any ollier borrowing
conditions will be thrashed out at Ule next meeting ie, location and access, etc. If Uus proves
popular llien anoUler system may be purchased
at a later date. We also discllssed briefly the
possibility of Ule club purchasing a dolly. A
member, who naJIled his son Joel asked me not
to mention, some time ago offered graciously
to build one for Ule club and did such a magnificent job he decided to keep it. Perhaps UUs
will embarmss him into building anoUler (only,
we' ll buy the materials first UUs time! ).

Our duty pilot system for Restricted pilots
flying Three Sisters is a little slow to get off the
ground so to speak, and UUs is due in part to a
lack of volunteers. We have enough people to
form a limited roster but more would be most
welcome. So give it some serious Ulought all
you Advanced and Intermediate pilots, and remember that you will have the satisfaction of
putting something back into a sport that of(ers
so much, yet so easily taken away through lack
of experience; yours is needed.
Please note also lliat there were some errors
WiUl club contact personnel phone numbers in
llie last club news and these are reprinted again
below for your information:
Lance Sheppard (pres) 059 62 3570 Hm, 059
646101 Fax; John Carter (Sec), 037285203
Hm, 018 589 156 Mob; Peter Lissenburg
(Treas) 059 62 9371 Hm; Peter Batchelor (pulr
lic Relations) 037353095, Hm - 018381279
Mob
That's all folks. Rumour has it. ..

Lance SheppanJ @

1M L
Fast acting Hydraulic Tension Meters
Small and easy to attach to your car. No more broken wires and drifting in heat.

* Quick release at full tension for pilot "Safety"
* NON corrosive fluid (no more brake flUid)

* Pinch resistant hose (8 metres long)
* Gauge standard 0-230 pound FSD

* No power required
* Can be attached to cars without a tow bar
$249.00 INCLUDES POST
Avoid the rush at the Flatlands. Order early
and enjoy easier towing days in the paddock.
We also sell bridles for:
Hang gliders. $85
Paragliders - $75

Book early for your TOWING ENDORSEMENT.
Come tow with the Experts.

THE RICJHT ALTITUDE HANCI GLIDING SCHOOL
140 Clarke 51 Benalla 3672, phone 0 18 5 74068 or 05 7 626227

lor hang gliders and trikes, training and sales
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OVERSEAS
Paraglider Neo 19 sqm brand new only test flown
with Paradise harness & Charly emergency chute bargain at $3000 I can arrange freight ph David or An~a 30
24856 (Switzerland) or write to David Bard-Watson Alte
Spitalgasse 301, 3770 Zweisimmen , Switzerland

PARAGLIDERS
Queensland
Paraglider Wills Wing IT with harness su~ novlint
pilot 80-100 kg v safe glider vgc $2300 ph 075 965679
Paraglider harness: APCO Top Secure air bag
reserve prepared used 4 times (as new) cost $999 sell
for $800 ph 075 752096 , 018 764085
Edel Racer 21 OK cond speed machine $1500 also
Ventus Tandem Paraglider 38 sq m great buy $1 000
also
Challenger C23 gc $2000 also
Challenger Classic 29 15 hrs brand new cond $3400
ph Sunshine Paragliding 015 158745, 074 745479
Edel Stardust (Space) 24 speed system wh~e with
coloured stripes 7 hrs only inel Edel harness all as new
$3500 ph 07 2662027
Paraglider Paratech P4 high performance 4 riser &
speed system as new with factory cerlifled A 1 cond~ion
$1500 ono ph 075 965679
Edel Apollo 24 pilot weight 55-80 kg suit novice inel
hamess $1000 gd cond ph Nigel 074 749380
Compact 33 (pro Design) 75-95 kg intermediate
glider 12 As best canopy in ~s class v stable & forgiving
new model flying time 10 hrs repairs (patches) line
check done by Pro Design Instructor. Test flown by
instructor. new price $4100 sell for $3500 ph 018
764085, 075 752096

New South Wales
Airwave Taboo Paraglider 25 sq m weight range
7O-a5 k g gd cond 70 hrs mostly coastal elean & Sound
with light hamess $1200 ono ph John 02 7074325 will
be at "Not the Vic Open"

Victoria
Paraglider Edel Apollo 22 sq m whHe as new approx
1 hr total airtime plus Edel harness suit pilot between
45-70 kg must sell due to health reasons $2600 ono ph
035926193
Swing Axis 23 sqm with trimmers & speed bar pilot
weight 45-60 kg, 60 hrs airtime ex cond $2600 ono ph
Chris Danger 03 6184866 BH, 8084529 AH
Neo 19 sq m approx 10 hrs airtime no patches or

marks ex cond could not fault definHely no poros~y
problems best offer ph Cris 03 5988923 H, 6612586 W

easy to land $2,500 ono ph Jenny Ganderton 068
537220

Axis 23 sq m 5 hrs airtime as newcond ex beginnerlintermediate glider comes with both beginner & intermediate brake lines to suit your flying experience also has
foot speed system & as an extra ~ also has hand
trimmers $2800 or best offer ph Cris 03 5988923 H,
6612586W

Foil 152 Combat Ont) 3 yrs old orange LE orange &
black US nice to fly gd cond $1250 ono ph Len Paton
068537220 AH

Firebird Apache 26 (60-85 kg) 30 hrs airtime & in ex
cond v safe & great performing int wing comes complete
with speed system bag & Airbulle harness $2500 also
Apco Mayday reserve (never used) $350 ph Tony H
036467889 , W6998202 , Mob 018177307
Swing Zenith 23 sq m w~h Bulle harness & Apco
reserve chute 2 hrs flying time brand new a top buy @
$2100 03 5961779 or 0411198877
Firebird Marlin 26 sq m blue intermediate wing $3100
also
Firebird Turtle harness $400 also
Firebird R52 Reserve 34 sqm never used $650 also
Piccolo Plus vario $450 also
Icom IC 40G $450 also
UHF radio prices negotiable ph 03 3668879 H, 018
327881,037471384 W

Western Australia
Paraglider Edel Apollo 24 pink with harness suit
55-80 kg pilot ex cond 15 hrs airtime $2500 ph 097
335260

HANG GLIDERS
New South Wales
1 Parachute $500 also
Moyes pod harness suit 6'2" $330 also
Ball 651 attimeter $450 also
XT 165 Ont) apricot & fluoro green 10 hrs flying time ex
cond ph 02 5404490
Blade 153 (exp int) wh~e TS fluoro yellow & fluoro blue
US ex cond $3700 ono ph 049 636681
Blitz 155 (exp int) black & hot pink US grey LE & TE
top cond low hrs $1900 ph 049 524856
Combat 152 (int) wMe MS red blue wMe US reasonable cond comp sleeves $1500 ono ph 02 9189962 H,
9977722W
Desire 151 Ont) 15 hrs airtime as new cond pink grey
US trilam LE have to sell to pay for new tandem glider
$3500 ph 042 943701, 015 247394
3 x Kenwood VHF hand held FM radios 2 x 2.5
amp , 1 x 5 amp base un~ ideal communication system
for team flying as new$1200the lot ph 042 943701 , 015
247394

HEADWIND
FLI<=:7HT SYSTEI'vI'IS
g~~g~

SAILMAKING
EXPERIENCED REPAIRS TO

HANG GLIDER SAILS
Liz Hird (066) 84 7 969
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Edge trike Reg T2-2605
filled with 'quiet' k~ 15
mths old fully maintained
always hangared 75 hrs
covers & communication
box inel full instruments
new modified mast filled v
gdcond ·ph 0496613890r
018490622 $17 ,500 ono
must sell due to health
reasons
Foil 139 Combat 2 (int)
my glider for the 1993
Women 's Wortds in Japan . Ex cond less than 20
hrs airtime . Has not been
flown in competHions in
Australia . Comp LE
sleeves can be removed
if required . Su~ pilot up to
75 kg . Lovely glider to fly
- light handling & very

Trike parts 447 Rotax & trike base in ex cond, Moyes
GTR wing with strengthened frame & sail in reason
condo $3500 ph Allen 067 223776
Pod harness brand new suit 5'6"-5'8" $399 or any
reasonable offer considered 042 942493
Moyes Xtralite 147 (exp int) brand new glider in mint
cond only 4 hrs airtime over 3 flights w~h no hard
landings Features all comp accessories with sail colours of white, It green & black . Ex performance &
handling forthe coming summer season $3800 ono also
D Scott Racer harness used once, in ex cond suit
5'8"-6' pilot $600 ono +
Backup chute $300 +
UHF radio 5 watt with PTT mic & headset $400 ono +
Sjostrom vario/alt 3 yrs old in gd cond $450 +
Moyes flying suit in new cond to su~ 6' pilot $150 the
lot $5000 all the above can be inspectedlftown in Newcastle area . Sale due to new work s~uation . Ph 018
964866 anytime.
Danny Scott Racer harness brand new su~ 5'10"6'2" med to Ige build blue yellow & green new $950 sell
$650 also
Ball 651 vario/alt ex cond $450 ph 044 716011 or042
943701
XS 11142 (exp int)Swisstubewh~e LE red white orange
US 1.5 yrs old has only ever had 1 bent upright used to
hold Manilla long distance record $2000 ono ph Ian
Duncan 02 9189962
XT 165 (int) fluoro yellow LE blue US red TE 50 hrs just
out of factory for upgrading repairs a gd deal for $2200
ph Ivan 02 3692967 AH
XT PRO 145 Ont) fluoro pink/yellow LE power rib
custom large black eagle & black US one side faired
uprights immac 50 hrs genuine logged airtime will
freight $2850 also
Xact II harness vg cond bluellt blue suit 5'6"-5'7"
person $400 also
Blackhawk Dart harness greylpink ex cond suit
5'-5'6" person max foot size 8 $275 ph 043 329187
leave message
Moyes Xtralite 147 (exp int) mylar bright colours v low
hrs looks & flies like new only $3800 ono also
Moyes Xact 2 pod harness vgc $450 also
Brauniger Classic altlvario as new $500 ph 02
9183404 after6pm
XS 155 (exp int) 100 hrs grey scrim LE white TS nuoro
red & blue US ex cond original parts spare upright
$2000 also
Ball 651 vario/alt $350 also
Electrophone UHF radio w~h PTT mike & speaker
& new nicad battery pack $350 ph Ian 02 3655382
Gyro 160 (nov) blue LE blue TE pink centre section
great cond suit female pilot or small male great value
@ $900 ono (urgent sale) ph Greg 042 942817 or leave
message on machine
Combat 152 Ont) grey LE lime US sleeved new side
wires sail in gd cond flys v good $1550 also
Ball vario 652 1 ft increments w~h ASI in perf working
order $340 ph Paul 02 5211033 H, 7591177 W
Foil Combat 152 (int) nuoro yellowl mid blue US as
new cond $2300 ono ph 049 505568
Aero 170 (nov) pink LE grey & purple US 3 yrs old
speed bar spare keel excell handling glider for novice
pilot $1500 ono ph David 02 9595671
Xtralite 147 (exp int) mylar white MS purple & lilac US
flies really well $3900 ono gd cond ph Craig Docherty
029824462 H, 4519022 W

SKYSAILOR

Moyes factory rebuild with brand new sail pink LE yellow
& black US power weave TE $2500 079 750232
Mission 170 (nov) with batten profile & manual brand
new base bar wheels gd cond $1300 ph 07 2027915
Foil Combat 152 (int) fully rebuilt after 200 hrs spare
uprights $1550 plus
Xact 2 harness 10 hrs new suit 178-180 ern $650 also
PA Reserve chute $190 also
Sjostrom instruments $375 also
Icom new 40G UHF with headset & PTT $500 also
Flying suit $50 also
New 2 Itr water pack $75 also
Helmet XL $50 also
Databack camera Ricoh $120 ph Joe Mikus 075
299854 AH , 015 144267 BH
Edge 582 Trike No. 39 12-2599 C-type Ivo prop full
dash 690 hrs clean reliable unit no problems never
crashed incl Comunica headset $10,000 ono ph Chris
018772480 or 070985616
Xtralite 137 (exp int) power rib TE & LE & dacron TS
for easy handling & longer life high visibility colours 10
mths old genuine 70 hrs airtime (at time of ad) ex cond
never crashed maintained & recently fully checked by
ex-Moyes factory pilot contact lain Cummings 075
326937 H, 018 765491
Moyes XT 145 (int) purple LE fluoro orange green
yellow US & TS (brightest glider in the sky) spare upright
tow release batten profile manual waterproof bag $2500
also
UHF Pearce Simpson mobile radio almost new $300
ph Bruce 07 2000882

A 'Wingtips' partiCipant at Bald Hill, Tumut - p C Doyle
Xtralite 147 (exp int) mylar wMe MS purple & lilac US
flies really well $3900 ono gd cond ph Craig Docherty
029824462 H, 4519022 W
Edge 582 immac cond 90 hrs E-type box elec start just
frtted ($1400) white pod & spats. ASI , AL T, HRS & CHT,
Aerial Pursuits intercom , Ivoprop. All for just $17,500
ono . Training available to solo if required . Phone Peter
066 853358 or Joe 066 843616

Sting 154 (nov) with speed bar 9 mths old 3 hrs on the
clock , no prangs. Dk blue US black LE white MS also
Pod Lite harness to suit 5'8". PVC storage tube for
glider all up about $3,500 ph Martin Brown 02 4113629
H,4136973W
Sting 118 (nov) pink mylar LE dk & /I blue US suit new
buyer, ideal for lady or small pilot $2500 ono ph 02
3875622

Blitz 146 (exp int) ex cond low hrs sky blue & orange
US kevlarLE & TE can deliver for inspection forgenuine
buyers $2000 Bob Bames 065 540416

South Australia

Blitz 146 (exp int) mauve & pink US white kevlar LE 60
hrs ex-AirBorne comp glider tuned to perfection also
Sky Systems Bug harness the lot $1950 ph 049
633281 W049 661089

XS 155 (exp int) 4
yr old king post
hang blue scrim LE
fluoro orange & lime
US white MS only'
$1200 ono also
Trike parts : 220
cc German 'Minimum' motor, GTR
162 Race wing blue
LE red & yellow US ,
king post mounted
parachute & parts to
fly glider as a minimum trike $4700
ono ph George 08
3403217

3 Gold anodised uprights suit Sting 154 or similar.
Pre~ut & drilled , ready to frt $50 save $30 on uncut tube
ph 044 762098
GTR 151 Worldbeater (int) black LE & pink US speed
barfaired uprights ultraweave sailcloth & kevlarTE Less
than 20 hrs airtime as new cond v tight sail no flutters
new side wires & spare uprights $1400 ono also
Moyes Pod harness suit 5'6.0' & helmet $300 ono
also
PA Chute regularly repacked , never used $200 also
Sjostrom vario/alt ex cond $390 ono ph Steve 02
8872090
Moyes Xtralite 147 (exp int) mylar v low hrs bright
colours only $4200 ono also
Icom 40G radio $400 also
Moyes Xact /I harness suit 5'6"-5'10" pilot $400 also
Reserve chute no use $350 also
Brauniger Classic vario as new $550 ph 02 9059459
or 9183404 AH
Edge 682 trike T2-2501168 hrs full instruments Icom
A20 Mkll Comunica intercom helmet set with push-totalk button 2 new flying suits (freezer room type) training
bars, full covers custom trailer all in top cond nothing to
spend $16 ,800 ph 02 6714709 AH
GTR 162 VG (int) faired uprights & kingposts speed
bar new side wires gd cond one owner since new never
bent $450 or offer or will swap for hand held UHF radio
ph 02 4169496
Mission 170 (nov) pristine cond with just 40 hrs brilliant
fluoro colours & a fly-away price $1600 ono has to go
to make room for the XS so make me an offer Steve
Rickwood BH 02 5627900, AH 9684179
Combat 2 152 (int) comp sleeves white crimsonlyellow US literally flown 12 times (less than 20 hours fltime)
v ex cond $2 ,300 tip fairings kevlar TE ph Matt 042
943004

November 1994

Moyes Pod black
with narrow yellow
stripe , incl 20 ft PA
parachute. Suit pilot
5'8"-5'11 " $400 ono
ph Ken Cocks 08
2784210
Winch
payout
winch on gd solid
rectangular steel
tube base . Easily
adjustable pressure
in hydraulics, pressure gauge . Quick
release to zero
pressure. 3000' line
on the drum. $550
ono (reason for sale
- gone triking) ph
Ken Cocks 08
2784210

Queensland

Sting 154 (int) great cond grey LE pink & II blue 1 pilot
since new bought December '92 only 79 hrs easy to set
up & fly stored in Canungra $1900 ph Pete 07 2175447
W. 8785117 H
Mission 180 (nov) $650 ph Ken Hill 075435631 , 018
188655
Vario/altimeter (Oz) gd cond $230 ph Alan 07
3918666 W or 8483427 H

DID YOU KNOW?
Skycyc/es

supply
the
largest range of microlight
aircraft to the Austral ian
market. Our experience in the
in
microlight
industry
Australia is second to none.
John Goodrich (Managing Director) has been flying
weightshift aircraft for 20 years , and involved with trikes since
they became available here. We have owned , flown , sold and
instructed on most types , including Arrow, Edge 582, Skylink
532, Pegasus Xl, Pegasus Q, Quasar and now Quantum in
that order. All aircraft are different, each have certa in
advantages, usually these are not apparent until using one in a
school environment or owning one for a while. Choosing an
aircraft can be a tricky business as we know its a major
investment.
My advice to new customers is to do some training , say at
least 5-10 hours, then try a few of the models available before
buying. This allows the customer to make an informed choice
as the difference between models is quite remarkable and
different people suit different trikes . It is best to make the
correct cho ice the first time, so put on your must fly list these
current models:
1
Pegasus Xl
($16,900)
2
Airborne Edge
($20,500)
Mainair Mercury
3
($18,500)
4
($21 ,500)
Pegasus Quantum
Models have approxiamate prices in brackets

Phone us to arrange a test flight in WA, SA, NSW or QlD.
Skycycles -14 Northern Ave, MOORABIN AIRPORT. VIC

(03) 587 5975

Fax (03) 587 5976

XS 169 (exp int)
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Philips P65

UHF
Compact
Portable
CB Radio

Desire 141 (int) 2 hrli old $500 off new price must sell
for financial reasons ph Mark or Ma~orie 070 921316
AH, 953325 W, 953857 fax
Xtralite 147 (exp int) ex cond 6 mths new it has 36
tender hrs clear scrim LE full mylar TS fluoro pink & dk
blue US it's a bargain @ $3,600 ph Greg 075 453946
Blitz 146 (exp int) not a yr old 60 hrs gd cond orange
grey US $1880 ex 1st high perform glider also
Aero 170 (int) 40 hrs It blue/pink only $1750 ph 075
991363
XT 165 Qnt) only 10 hrs airtime must sell @ $2100
bargain!! ph Murray 07 2721615 AH , 8387519 BH
Combat 152 Qnt) v well used easy handling also
Combat 2 152 (int) ex cond quick set up fittings top
glide & gd handling tight sail (no long sleeves everrrtted)
never been bent also
Icom IC40G memory/full 40 ch scan etc emergency
battery/chargers 240 V & car charger instruction book
also
Brauniger competition vario top of the range selling
only for finance reasons Barograph can be computer
linked for auto log book record of flights etc speed to fly ,
TE comp & options with warranty also Air speed
indicator available will trade suitable va rio ph 079
793414
Mars 170 (nov) black LE pink US v gd cond new side
flying wires $700 ph 07 2737065
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) 50 hrs ex cond (well taken
care of) great colours $1900 ono ph Jeremy (Brisbane)
072222315 BH, 8551564 AH

Victoria
Trike 95.32 Pegasus Q 462 full spec instruments vgc
$14500 also
Trike 95.32 Quantum 582 & 462 avail ex-stock (new
shipment) new phone for free flight test also
Trike 95.32 Stratos 95.10 with Rumour II wing real
engine off perfomn for themnalling with gd top speed
$9500 ph 03 5875975, 018 336346
Mars 170 (nov) gd cond Pod harness suit to 6' +
helmet spares incl upright, best offer will separate ph
038532672
Combat 2 152 Qnt) LE purple & pink, new side wires

+ spare uprights ex cond $2600 ph Phil 060 562885

Powerful Performance
With its optional high power battery the P65
can transmit at up to 5 watts to meet the
most demanding applications.

Personal & Portable
Weighing only 300 grams and with compact
dimensions, the P65 fits neatly into your
pocket or comfortably on your belt.

Positively Practical
Packed full of practical features plus a wide
range of accessories, the p65 keeps pace
with your every need .
For a detailed brochure plus
information on our introductory
offer, contact the specialist
dealer, Melbourne Paragliding
Centre on 03 882 41 30 or write
to PO BOX 3010 Auburn, 3123.

PHILIPS
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Airwave K2145 Qnt) this glider has a Swiss tube 7000
series airframe & a mylar sail. It is very light & very fast.
IF you are getting into comps this year you definitely will
not be left behind with this one. It's in very good cond &
at $2300 it's the best deal in speed you will get this side
of the Bogong Cup ph Demnot for a test flight Conargo/BrightlMt Beauty 057572910
Pegasus XL 447 2p hrs new economy instruments &
trike covers red pod re/blacklwhite sail immac cond
$16,500 057 991249
Pegasus Quantum 582 full house instruments 65 hrs
all Quantum features ex brakes/suspension/ground
handling & v docile $23,000 ph 057 991043 , BH 03
5281755
Desire 151 (int) 10 mths old white MS & LE blue &
orange US comp sleeves avail gd cond $3000 ph Alan
033372226 H, 8542081 W
Airwave Magic 4 half race (int) red mylar LE pocket
4.8 oz dacron MS mid blue US fa ire king post & uprights
(one spare) variable geometry 65 hrs logged airtime
mint cond must sell no longer flown price $800 also
Moyes pod harness black with gold stripe many
added features incl drink water bladder etc suit 5'6"5'10" pilot $250 (will sell as complete or separate)
contact Ian O'Neill 03 8876208 or BH 018 178945

Mission 170 (nov) black fa ired kingpost down tubes
speed bar tight sail flyswell $1500 ph Hugh 03 7181920
XS 155 (exp int) gd cond keel han point batten profile
& owners manual $800 ono ph Geoff (052) 782174
XS Easy 155 (int) peppemnint LE fluoro blue TE faired
king post & speed bar $1700 also
Moyes pod harness blue 5'8"-6' $450 also
Sjostrom vario $450 also
Parachute $300 ph Sandy 03 5438673
XT 165 (int) ex cond with speed bar & scrim LE looks
new with batten profile & owners manual $2500 ph
Gavin 03 4896550
Xact 1 Moyes harness front entry blue with black trim
suit 5'-5'10" ex cond adjustable angle of attack all tow
loops $500 03 5961779,0411198877
Quicksilver flying suit purple & black suit 5'-5'10"
latest cut (actually a ski suit) looks great light weight &
comfortably wamn at all temperatures brand new never
used cost $695 sell $500 03 5961779, 0411198877
Blitz 155 (exp int) orange mylar LE white MS orange
& grey US low hrs ex cond will swap for XT Aero 165 or
Sting $2000 also
XT 165 Pro (int) fluoro red scrim Le white MS mid bl &
fluoro yellow US Finsterwadler uprights speed bar
$2500 ono also
Foil C 152 (int) yellow scrim LE white MS pink & black
US $1500 057 551724 or 018 571068
XS 142 (exp int) ex cond yellow US white LE & TS king
post hang only $1400 or best offer ph Joel or Brian 03
7101450 H, 6267592 W
Trike Airborne Edge T2-511 grey LE with orange MS
& grey US white trike base C-type gear box full instru-

ments heavy duty wing bag $12,500 or$135oo onowith
lessons to solo also
Blitz 146 (exp int) mauvellilac sail with white mylar LE
& TE vgc 1 spare upright new side wires h/duty bag
$2100 one ask for Jason 057 551724 or 018 570168
Firebird 15 1990 model fully fa ired all 7075 Swiss
tubing white with fluoro pink scrim LE gd cond flies well
gd 1st high perfomn glider $500 ph 03 6765821 W ,
7761056 H

ACT
Mission 170 (nov) gd cond 60 hrs red LE white TE
yellow US speed bar batten profile manual spare hang
loops & some hardware my 1st glider no prangs still flys
v nicely only selling so I can finally afford to upgrade
$1200 ono ph Ian 06 2971674 H , 2656158 W

Western Australia
XS 111142 (exp int) Swiss tubing ideal for your 1st high
performance glider easy handling with excellent climb
fluoro pink LE lilac US dk blue TS ex cond 1 yr old $3500
will pay freight anywhere in Australia ph 093142749 AH
Blitz 146 (exp int) competition model vgc avail to the
discerning high perfomnance glide buyer at an attractive
price also
Skyline harness the world 's most popular harness
imported from Gemnany vgc being sold by pilot with
expanding waistline only $900 (new price $1700) also
Missions looking for the man without a Mission ideal
cheap 1st intermediate gliderwe have a number in stock
$1150 to $1750 ph Airsports 09 3816053
XS 155 (exp int) king post hang gc $1800 ono 09
2502744 or 2502168 W
Single seat trike AUF reg. 10-0795 Missile 180 wing
fully strengthened sail, electric start motor just recond .
20 hrs ex cond handles beautifully $3500 ph Greg 09
2943929 @)
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OStreamlined shape
oClean line - no wrinkles
o side panel design
o Front or side monted
parachute container

oyes introduces the

new

harness ~ the XTREME
designed and tested to
give you many hours of
comfortable airtime and
years of durable use, its
construction is simple yet strong, with a stainless steel rod
with a delrin slider which conforms to the shape of a
hardened

aluminium

backplate.

The

single

main

suspension strap is attached to the slider allowing it to slide
forward and back, the pilot can easily rotate from a prone

o Custom
fi t
o Three large internal
storage pockets and a
Camelbak pocket, external side storage pocket
o Adjntable soft shoulder
pads
oCamera & radio pock et
o Leather reinforced boot
skid, steel carabiner
oNew stubai buckle s:
small, light & solid
oReserve parachu te
bridle cover

position to an upright position for takeoffs and landings.
Constructed with full continuous webbing reinforcement
throughout the harness. Be the first to experience the new

XTREME harness by Moyes.
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Moyes Delta Gliders, 173 Bronte Road, Waverley 2024 NSW, Australia, Tel: (02) 387 5622, Fax: (02) 387 4472

